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F: 1. This is the fourth of a series of reports from combat operations
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2. Information contained in this report is provided to en-,ure

appropriate benefits in the future from lessons learned during current
operations. Many lessons learned are being derived from operations in
Vietnam, the "ominican Republic, major field exercises, and other
pertinent sources. The lessons cited in this report have not been
evaluated by the Department of the Army and do not refle-t official
doctrine or approval.

3. This report summarizes the operations of the 1st Cavalry
Division (Airmobile), in the period from 23 October to 25 November
1965. The enemy forces consisting of three regiments operating under
control of a N-V-A FIELD FRONT or division, plus other VC combat and
supporting forces. The PLEIKU Campaign is significant in that it was
the first real test of the Airmobile concept in combat.

4. Additional lessons learned will be forwarded as they become

available. Previously published reports of this series were:

1. Summary of Lessons Learned, Vietnam (U) 2 November

1965.

2. Operations Report - Lessons Learned, Report 1-66
OPERATION CRIMP, 22 March 1966.

3. Operations Report - Lessons Learned, Report 2-66
The Battle of Annihilation and the BONG SON Campaign

(U), 1 April 1966.
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I HEDQURTES 1T AP. AVARY IVIION 4 March 1966F

SUBJECTs Combat Operations After Action Report

THEU:- Commnding General
Field Forces Vietnam
APO US Forces 96240

TO.- Comennder
United States Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
ATTN: J231

APO US Forces 96243

1. NWE OF OPERATION AND TYPE: Oparation LONG REACH; Search and
Destroy. tI Bigade:"AL THE WY"; 3d Brigade: "SILVER BAYONET I'll
2d Brigade; SILVER BAYONET II"; also known as the 'PLEIKU CAWfAIGN."1)

2. DATES OF OPERATION: 231200 October 65 to 261500 November 65.

3. LOCATION: PLEIKJ Province, Republic of Vietnam. I~
1 4. COM2MAND HEDQARTERS: 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile).

5. REPORTING OFFICER: Maj. General Harry W. 0. Kinnard

6. TASK ORGANIZATION: At the outset of the campaign the norrmal
task organization of the division wasn as depicted below. However,

bec-ause of the operatioral. requirements during the ensuing campaign,
frequent changes were made in the organization for combat u.nd will be
portrnyed in detail during the development Of P&)A Rraph 11 (Execution).
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7. UUVPYUkITI FWOCS: For the purpose of this report, supporting

forces will be considered in two categories; organic adnnognoWithin tho.e caegries will be two" sub-groups; combat nd adini~strativ/

logistical. Statistics seen best suited to tell the story of suppo rting
forces and so aatistics, in quantity, will be used.

a. Orgunic. Support will ] considered organic if the units

providing the support were assigned or permanently attached to the lot

Air Cavalry Division prior to or during the campaign.

(1) Combat Support. Since the PLH1XU Campaign was an
airmobile operation, the organic air r.ombat support should be considered
first. A

(a) Division Aviation.

1. 227th Assault Helicopter Battalion. This
battalion was placed in direct support of the let Brigade's operations
at PI&I ?m, in addition to its mission of positioning forces in pro-
paration for the operation. During the campaign the battalion airlifted
the equivalent of 65 infantry companies. A total of 6,066 sorties were
flo 'n in support of the let Brigade. Four aircraft were hit by ground
fire, but none were lost due to enemV action. The 227th sustained two
cesualties (WIA) during the action. The battalion wan relieved on I
station on,3 November by the 229th Assault Helicopter Battalion and
reverted to general support of the let Air Cavalry Division at the AN
XU Base.

4 2. 229th Assault Helicopter Battalion. This
]unit asumed the mission of directly supporting the division's committed

brigades in the PLEI HE tactical zone and.remained in direct support
until 26 November. During the period the 229th airlifted the equivalent C

of 128 infantry companies. A total of 10,840 sorties were flown and,
although 14 aircraft were 'hit by hostile fire, and two shot down, none

: .were lost permanently. The battalion sustained five V A and five WIAin ground action during 3d Brigade operations. During the heavy fighting

of 14-18 November, the battalion's lift ships provided the bulk of medical~evacuation imder fire.

[S' . 228th Assault Support Helicopter Battalion.

The GH-47's of this battalion generally remained in general support of
the let Air Cavalry Division throughout the campaign with priority of
lift going to the committed brigades. On occasion, elements of the
battalion would be placed in direct support of comitted units. The
battalion provided the airlift for the tactical displacement of all
artillery utilized in support of the PLEIKU Campaign. The Chinooks
airlifted the equivalent of 67 artillery batteries from 24 October to
27 November or, stated in another way, a total of 22 rtillery battalio.s.
The 228th also was instrumental in sustaining the logistical support of A
the campaign, with a total of 6,852 tons airlifted forward of the A-L-Q-C
terminus. A total of 7,692 sorties were flown in support of division
operations. Ten aircraft were hit by ground fire, but none were shot
s iown. Two crew members were wounded in action during the period.

A. 11th Av ation Company (General Support).
The principal combat support element of this organization is the Aerial
Surveillance and Target Acquistion (ASTA) Platoon, consisting of six
(71-1 (Mohawks), equipped either with uide-looking airborne radar (SLAR);
infra-red sensing devices; or aerial photography equipment. The A-8-T-A
Platoon vias utiliied constantly during the PLEIKU Carpaign, flying a
total of 23 I-R missions; 50 S-L-A-R missions and 13 photo missions, for
a total of 4,862 hours.

S. Division Aviation Statistics:

Total Tons of Cargo Airlifted 13,257.6

Total Passengers Airlifted 88,221



Total Infantry Battalion Ibves 40

Total Artillery Battalion Xmes 67

YPI ACIT TOMJI SORIES HOURS
LOU 8,013 -4,909.6

•UH-1B 11,522 79328.9

UH-1D 33,522 11,904.2

CE-47 7,026 2,741.7

CH-54 252 128.6

CV-2B 2,210 2,531.9

OF-l3 247 271.7

OT-lC 2U

TOTALS 63,204 30,031.1

T XP AMhY HIT BY SHOT REOVDJD**

LON 11 3* 1

UK-1B 152 1

UN-1D 21 2 2

CH-47 10 0 0

CV-2 2 0 0 )[

*-LOH destroyed on groumd by enemy fire.
**--lndicates aircraft was later restored

to flying status.

(b) Ditision Artillery. During the campaign &very

element of division artillery was utilized at some time or other, with
sone artillerymen fighting in the role of infantry to defend certain
positions. The artillery not only provided combat support for organic
elements, but fired numerous missions in support of A-R-V-I forces,

V both at the PLEI HK C-I-D-G Camp and for the A-R-V-N Airborne Brigade.

The importance of the artillery in this campaign cannot be over-
emphasized. The ability to place artillery fire power in mssive support
of infantry actions by the use of airmobile techniques clearly provided
one of the keys to victory at PLEI BE.

In addition, the division's aerial artillery mtured.and came of
age uring the campaign. The utilization of A-R..A to supplement and,
in some cases, to substitute for, tabe artillery beoam oomonplace
during the various phases of the campaign. As the infantry comanders
became acquainted with the firepower potential of A-R-A in conjunction

with its flexibility and immediate response, it was used with increasing
frequency.

ARTILLERY STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN

(1) Total artillery rounds fired in support of campaign:

33,108 105mm Howitzer

7,356 2.75 inch aerial rockets EN.

4
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(2) Total sissimn fired in support. of opexations.

3,354 1O5me Howitzer

184 AR&

(3 otal sneW casualties (body cvrunt mind estimations)
credited to Artya

KIA (BC) 562 KIA (Ist) 868 WIA (Not) 995

(4) Total casualties sustained by-artillery units

campa ZIA - 2 Off; 5 IN

(5)~ -10be offbteysi oe by artillery units

67 by air

12 by ground.

ocw~aiga the 8th Igimeer~t Barttalio couc~ited continum nombat support
of divisional tactical operations. All lettred companies in the
battalion were cmitda oepitdrn h ~pjp

tained close spriino l omte nite nt eie sa

watig nger supyportin te assen at camp an pANie E. toatica

8-2 ectonandtheA-D-3 within the tactical sows of emi .Ibw
mision cosisedprimarily of landing zone and airfield oaiean

road and bridge studies.________

units with a continou water source throughout the operation. Organic
heavy engineer equipment was provided and supported mnyq clearing, repairA
and construction job in the tactical zmo. In nearly every ca,. where C
engineer units were -attached to infantry units, individuals, filled in
defense perimetese sad were committed in an infantry role. During the
campaign, six members of the battalion were killed in action, and another

13 wounded.

Supr Orai) ()Spor ead.Uo niito o e i(2)- Combat Service Logistical and/or Administrative

L Cavalry operations in the PLII HE are4 Support toiaand deployed the 3dr Forward Support Ilament to CAMP' HOLLOWAY in the vicinity of PIIE! with
the mission of p-riding combat service support to the brigade ~And Aal[ other let Air CavaL7y Anita operating in that tactical zons. The 3d F-S-Z
provided continuous combat wervio'e support to divisional elements from 24
October to 20 November, when it was relieved on site by the 2d P.S-I.
That element provided topport to divisional units until the conclsion
of the campaign. A typical P-S-I composition includes the F-S-2 control
section from Headquartere, Support Command; a cmpanW of the 15th MedicalF Battalion; a detabhmmnt from the 27th Mintenance Battalion; a platoon
from the 15th Supply and Service Battalion; a section of the graves regis-4
tration platoon of-the 625th Quartermaster Company, 34th Quartermaster
Battalion Wi/GD; and radio and wire team of the 13th Signal Battalion.

j.Dwrg the early phases of the operation, 3
no urfceline of comuication was open between PLXIKU and the lst Air

Cavalry base location at AN 13U. Movement of initial resupply tonnages
from the division base to the PT-IIKU area was accomplished with attached

5



1411
nd organic divisional aircraft° As the operation progressed, U-S-A-F
aircraft were phased into the A-L-04 and, during the latter stages of
the campaign, transported the majority oi supply tonnages from support-
ing logistical installations into the forward support location at PLBEKU. a

On 9 November RoutA,49 was opened from QUI NHON to PLEIKU and a ground
line of communication was established. During the campaign forward
support elements at PLEIKU bad wholesale receipt of 7,554-5 tons of
supplies. Unit retail distribution of 5,048.2 tons was made by div-
isional and attached aircraft. ALL supplies veme-reeeived, stored and
issued by supply personnel of the 15th Supply and Service Battalion.

2. Detachments of the 27th Maintenance
Battalion provided direct support maintenance to divisional and attached

units operating in" the PLEIKU area. Maintenance operations includedevacuation of equipment for repair at the P-S-E locations, and on-site

aintenance. On three occasions contact teams from the detachments
repleced 105m recoil mechanisms while the tubes were in firing positions.

S0 Medical clearing stations were established
in the actical zone by elements of the 15th Medical Battalion. These
cleaiing stations -treated 1,246 patients during the campaign. They were
augmented As necenay by surgical teams from the parent unit in the
bese area. wacuation of casualties from tnit aid stations and battle-
field casualty collection sites was provided by the Air Ambulance Platoon.
Medical helicopteis from this platoon flew 243 casualty evacuation missions
in support of combat operations.

A. Direct support sections fro the la;th Trans-

portation Corps Battalion (Aircraft Maintenance and Supply) were deploy-
ed to the PLWIKU area to provide responsive direct support maintenance
for committed aviation units. Their operations also inoluded recovery
of Aircraft downed in battlefield sites.

During periods of the campaign. CV-2B air-
craft of the attached 17th Aviation Company flew around-the-clock in
moving combat units and supply tonnages into the PLEIKU area. The
company provided continuous airboxne F-M radio relay for the division
throughout the operation. The unit also provided responsive transportation
for emergency resupply equirements and for evacuation of casualties from
the division clearing stations,

6. The 478th Aviation Company (Heavy Helidopter)
with its four Clf-54 Flying Cranes, provided an excellent heavy lift, short
haul capability to the division. In addition to moving critical high ton-
nage supplies into the PLEIW area, and providing transportation for unit
dixtribution of supplies, this cempany assisted in evacuation of downed
aircraft.

i. The scope of the activities of the logis-
tical support provided during this period can be seen by the following
statistics$

. UANTIT IES XELI EREDs

18,936 individual rations issued

69,460 gallons of AVGAS

1,478,600 gallons of JP-4

50,530 gallons of MWGAS

6,330 gallons of DIESEL

1,119,080 rounds of 5.56mm ball ammunition

14,936 40mm grenades

40,,280 105M HE rounds

8,266 rounds 2o75 inch Aerial Rockets
6



DOWNE AIRCRAF! RKM0VERED .2 IACUATRD* <
UN-lB a

UH-iD 5

CH-47 2

TlOTAL 20

*--Not all Acft downed as a result of hostile fire.

MLINTENANCE STATISTICS

TOTAL JOB MUM 23 Ot -26 lowv63

RECYD EVAC COWL OP19

AUTOJ(YIVZ 106 0 104 2

.j AJ4DIT 69 17 60 9IENGINEE 47 6 39 6
SIGNAL 178 19 164 7

QUA TRMSTTMR 2 2 1 1

SERVICE 8 0 7 1

TOTALS 410 44 375 26

(b) Other Dliiional Support Activities.

intale. qipsn adpesone poidd1y.h 13th Signal Battalion.Tibatlo
droidgted vomuaions ssot th alis poarticpain of 29hselzdcia
PLIuniei eami. sbntafed oth bys 89e pervnerall.f ao h

CY-2 ~ ~ ~ 2 54trn eay()wih Iastryze Detahournt (Radar Sureila2 e
povidhe3daysro tedrthe campaI proe isionl ofwhe tam
waun ta dte ianlctey gund morhving argetsuity ain/tP3aind PS
4cradauapaatuos. wth heeas wer ocasi the vicnite ofd eabigad

heiadeu 1,tarter wd, at tieiwitte attaifons. eahbrgdewt

Centr ad th DiisioBu 1-0h Radol Rsearcircuits proied upore
P.pato the ivision r h cain offlthoughseiFicwarpt -ofC ter
isutederkued and eroenel throfre sentihe tinaluataion
dingeo the rosiphate of the teamptoibattlesiste of2apcalived tow-

sustained 2thA tad2 I during the campaign.Thmionftestas

wa t etctad oct goudmoig ares sigANTP-3 ndA/7S



s. 545th Military Police company provided
T-0-C security during the period, both at brigade and division forward
locations. Other activities included the maintaining of V-C-C en-
closures, helipad guards, roadblocks, guards on capturea weapons and Cu
materiel, in addition to occupation of perimeter defense when the
situation ao demanded.

i. Xjl I Detachment. This unit provided
interrogation of Y-C-C/V-C-S in support-of the division. It supplied
timely tactical intelligence to divisional units in addition-to build-
inq up order-of-battle information for future operations.

6. Division Headquarters and Headquarters
Company provided the personnel and equipment to staff the Forward
D-?-O.C. Coordination with allied headquarters and maintaining
communications with division headquarters could aeverly overtax brigade
commanders conducting operations at extended distances from the division
base. The let Air Cavalry Division solved the problem by using a CH-54
"people pod" equipped for operation as an airmobile forward command poet.
In the PLXIkJ Compaign, the pod was co-located with 1--V-N I Corps
Headquarters at PLUIKI. Communications from the committed brigade term-
inated at the pod -ad from there information was relayed back to division
base.

Because of the scope of the operations and complexities of support
tvtivities, division headquarters personnel also removed much of the
lisdaical load from the shoulders of the brigade conanders, thus allow-
iykg then to devote full time to tactical operations.

b. on-Organic.

(1) Combat Support, The primary non-organio combat support
provided the lot Air Cavalry during the PLEIKU Campaign was fire support
rendered by the United State Air Force. A total of 741 tactical air
sorties, at two ton of high explosive ordnance per sortie, were flown in
support of ground-combat missions of the lot Air Cavalry. The bulk of these
sorties came during the division's encounters vith the ?-rth Vibnamese
66th Regiment in L-1 X-RAY and ALBWY. D ring the first 48-hours on 14-
15 November, U-S-A-I fighter-bombers were am onvtiuous air alert over the
tactical area.

For the first tire in the Vietnamese conflict, U-S-A-F strategic
bombers (B-52's based in Guam) were used to extend and increase the
firepower of a ground combat unit and were, in effect, placed in general

support of the division's ground scheme of maneuver.

A total of 96 3-52 sorties vere flown, with the first 18 on 15

November. The target area was only 5,000 meters from friendly elemnts.
On 17 November, the target area was within a few hundred meters of a
location formerly ocoupied by US Forces and which was vacated by ground
ianeuver to permit the strike to be oonsummated.

The initial target area had been fortified with bunkers and & trench
system which, due to the heavy canopy, had resisted successfully oil
previous strikes by tactical aircraft and artillery. The fifty-one
7 -pound general purpoeo bombs carried by each B-52 zst only penatzated
the canopy, but contained sufficient explosive force to destroy the
bunker and trench system without scorimg direct hits.

As the intelligence picture gr w, the number and sie of the lucrative
targets outside the range of artillery increased significantly. Reaction
time was reduced. Tactical comanders could plan for and utilize B-52
airstrikes as a part of the normal prd-pianned T-A-C air mission. Thus

the vastly improved firepower, beyond the range of tho light artillery,
was tied in with the rpid moring ground scheme of maneuver.

8



The .- igiual plan to employ strategic bombers in support of the
division was presented by the Assistant Division Comander (AD-A)
through Field Force Vietnam Commanding General to the J-3 of US Military
Assistance Comand, Vietnam.

Another developement by the division's 43-man Air Force ,Air Liaison
Officer-Forward Air Controller team was the combined and coordinated use
of division-assigned airborne forward air controllers in L-19 ' over the
maneuver area and ground forward air controllers withi each infantry
battalion.

The division U-S-A-F team found that the only way to provide the

requisite close air support for the fast-moving situation presented by
airmobile forces was to maintain a continuous airborne alert of U-S-A-F
fighter-bombers. Then, in order to insure fruitful secondary targets V
if close air support was either not needed or diverted, a system of primary
interdiction target designation was depigned.

Again, this involved close planning and coordination between the
A-L-O, Division G-3 Air, Division G-2 and the Assistant Division Commander-
A to insure not only that meaningful targets were designated, but that
the targeting would also aid in support of the ground scheme of maneuver. 4

U-S-A-F aircraft that flew in tactical support of the let Air Cavalry
Division during the PLEIKU Campaign included: F-lOO's; P4C'as; AI's; B-57s;
P-102's. US Nay and Marine aircraft that flew in support of the division
(guided by U-S-A-F Airborne controllers) included: F4B's; A4D's; AIHe's.

One of the most valuable lessons learned during the campaign from
the standpoint of close tactical air support was the technique of marking A
unit perimeters at night in order to provide supporting aircraft with not 4
only a positive identification of the forward edge of the battle area,
but a two-point azimuth for laying napalm as well. Units utilized expended
artilleryecasings filled with sand and soaked in gasoline and fired by trip
flares triggered manually. These, along with other similar expedients
provided definite identification of front line traces during hours of dark-
ness and allowed for close, continuous tactical air support of ground units
on 4n around-the-clock-basis.

(2) Logistical Support. The primary ncn-organic logistical
support was provided by C-123 aid C-130 aircraft working in the A-L-O-C
when it was the sole means of logistical support of the division. U-S-
area a total of 6.5-million pounds of Class I, III and V supplies, pri-

manly JP-4. In some cases, the aircraft made wholesale deliveries to
forwari' airstrips, thus allowing the division to substantially shorten
its (. m wetail delivery lines of communication.

Dunr 'g the early stages of the A-L-O-C nearly all cargo was delivered
at NEW PLRIkU -irstrip, and A-R-Y-N and Navy-leased trucks were required
to transport the supplies to the division's logistical base at CAM
HOLLOWAY.

I9
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8. INTELLIGI NCEs

a. General Backeround. Prior to 19 October, the available
intelligence indicated strong enemy involvement to the east and north-east of the divisions base area. Because of the threat to the rice

harvest in the coastal regions from TUY HOA to BONG SON, the emphasis
on planning for tactical operations was directed to that general area.

On 18 October the enemy situation in PLEIKU Province was as
depicted in Inclosure 1.

Despite recurring reports in II CORPS Tactical Zone that the PLEI
ME C-I-D-G camp would be attacked (most of which were discounted) the
enemy attack at 191900 October was mildly surprising. But, even with
the building feeling of major enemy involvement, there still was general
concenss that the coastal lowlands remained the real target area of
VIET CONG efforts in the corps area.

By the 21st the intel.lgence advisors at II CORPS headquarters had
drawn the conclusion that the PLEI W3 attack was being staged by a newly-
infiltrated North Vietnamese unit, probably of regimental size, and
that it likely was conducting a "baptism by fire" shakedown operation
enroute to a permanent base area. in South Vietnam. Strength was eval-
uated as one V-C battalion i;ing utilized against the camp, with two or
three battalions available for use against a relief force, should one
be committed.

On 22 October, however, the advisors had revised their estimates
upwards sharply. Based on reports available to them, they believed there
were two regiments operating in the PLEI ME area. If this strength
estimate was correct, it was reasoned, the V-C were capable of mounting
an attack to destroy the C-I-D.G camp while simultaneously committing
sufficient forces to destroy a relief column. This second course of
action was considered most valid since the enemy had committed no addi- J
tional forces against the camp and, additionally, certain C-I.D-G forces
that were outside the compound when the sttack started were successful in
re-entering the camp without diffi',ulty.

The knowledge that the enemy had two regiments in the PLEI PE area
presented the A-R-V-N II Corps Commander with a dilemma. He could neither
afford not to relieve the camp and thus risk losing it entirely, nor did
he have enough troop strength in PLEIKU to effect a relief.

The probability of a regimental-sized ambush was fully anticipated
and it was known that reaction forces would have to be committed in
sufficient strength not only to be on a par with the ambushing element,
but inflict punishment on the enemy in the process.

In order to mount relief in the requisite strength, the II Corps
Commander had to commit his Corps reserve forces and, in the process,
strip PLEIKU of troop defenses.

This, in turn, brought the let Air Cavalry Division into the picture,
first as a guarantor of the defense of PLEIKU, and subsequently as the
reinforcer of the II Corps relief force.

b. Developing Situation. On 27 October the lst Brigade of
the lt Air Cavalry Division commenced offensive operations west of
PLEI ME to find and destroy the enemy. By this time the identity of
enemy units in the PLEI HE area were known as the 32d North Vietnamese
Regiment, and the 101-B Regiment, an arbitrary designator given to the
unit that had been attacking the PLEI ME camp. Later this designation
was officially changed to the 33d Regiment.

During the next 12 days operations by the brigade and reconnaiseance-
in-force sorties by the lt Squadron, 9th Cavalry developed many targets,
some of which resulted in fierce combat actions.

10
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Throughiout this period the vast majority, of the enemy personnel en-
countered were North Vietnamese Soldiers, the bulk of whom were weil [
clothed, equipped And reasonably well fed. Most had ample small arm
ammunition supplies. Of those who surrendered or were captured as the
campaign progressed the major causes of disenchantment appeared to be
a lack of medicine or medical attention; continued sickniss, lack of
food and disillusionment with the empty promises and biiek future of Tgthe VIET CONG cause.

Additionally, a high incidence of malaria and malnutrition was re-
ported among some N--4 troops during the infiltration period.

While the insults of the 1st Brigade's operations in the PLEIKU
campaign will be summarized in greater dtail later, it mst be noted
here that on 9 November division intelligence estimates indicated that
1,387 ememy personnel were lost to all causes during the 12 days of thedivision's involvement and that the bulk of these came from the 101-B/33d Regiment. The regiment was held at that time to be ineffective, as

such, with only some 600-1,000 personnel remaining.

On 9 November the 1st Brigade was replaced by the 3d Brigade, but
the division's overall concept of pursuit and destruction of North
Vietnamese forces remained unchanged.

The presence of yet another newly-infiltrated N-V-A unit was revealed
when a prisoner captured during a Cavalry ambush near the Cambodian border
identified his unit as the 8th Battalion, 66th Regiment, which had arrived
in South Vietnam only two days previously.

From the 14th through the 19th of November the 3d Brigade found
and fought N-V-A units --- the 66th Regiment, the remnants of the 33d,
the H-15 VIET CONG Main Force Battalion and an unidentified battalion-Isize unit. The total estimated strength of all enemy elements on 14
November was 3,631.

Again, a detailed statistical analysis of enemy losses will be pro-
vided later, but it should be noted here that the estimate of enemy strength
made by the division on 20 November was from 1,200 to 1,900 effectives
remaining from all units.

The division's ground elements apparently never were in contact with j
the 32d Regiment, &!though it artillery unit, firing in support of A-R-V-N
forces, contributed to the losses sustained by that regiment. These est-
imates rcveal a reduction in effectives to 450-650.

c. Terrain and Weather Considerations:

(1) Wea.ner. In general the weather favored airmobile
operations. Sky conditions were predominantly clear to scattered with
high ceilings and unlimited visibility. This applied also for nights
when visibility was obstructed only by darkness. The absence of %tsnsive
precipitation also allowed unrestricted use of night terminal guidance
techniques, although aviation units possessed requisite field G-C-A
facilities to overcome marginal weather conditions. Average temperatures
were between 76 and 86 degrees and humidity was not a deterring factor.
Moonrise, moonset and phase during the period 8-17 November favored night
operations and security.

(.) Terrain.

(a) General. The battlefield covered approximately
2,500 square kilometers on generally flat-to-rolling terrain. The area
is drained by an extensive network of mall rivers and streams whose

predominant direction of flow is west and southwest. Dominant terrain
features included the CHU PONG massif in the southwest corner of the
division's area of ope=.ations (YA9099) and CRIT GO wountain .- the scuth-
ern portion of the area of operations (ZA2206),

j 11



Soil, for the most part, consisted of red clay which provided excellent
trafficability during dry weather.

(b) Cover and Concealment. The density of growth of
forests and grasslands provided superb concealment for both friendly and

enemy forces. Cover was pr Tided by numerous folds in the gouhd; grassy
anthills that were found in profusion throughout the the battle area; ditche3
and paddy walls.

(C) Observation uad Fields of Firs. The dense forests
and lush fields of elephant grass made observation and fields of fire a
critical factor in the zone of operations. The use of aircraft observer
platform, however, gave friendly forces a distinct advantage over the
enemy.

(d) Obstacles. While tiere were no obstacles, per se,
in the battle area that hampered airmobile operations (rivers and mountains

are not a factor in air assault techniques) the density of forest growth
presented definite problems in planning of airmobile operations and thus,
in effect, became a natural obstacle. The lack of good multi-aircraft
landing zones presented the most persistent planning problem during the
campaign. The sharply compartmentalized terrain, with ridges and valleys
running in a northeast-southwest direction, had a potential effect upon
the enemy's east-to-west cross-country mobility.

(e) Key Terrain. The CHU PONG massif unquestionably was
the dominant key terrain feature in the battle area. Here was a strong
point, far removed from rbads or trails, where the enemy could and did
construct unusually strong defenses and where his vulnerability to air-
mobile attacks was materially lessened. Furthermore, this massif lies

astride the bounda-i between Cambodia and Vietnam and its "back door" in
Cambodia gave the enemy a valuable route over which his forces could cross
the border with little chance of detection, F;

(f) Roads and Trails. With the exception of National

Highway 149 which generally bounded the eastern edge of the division's
area of operations, the National Fighway 19, which traversed from east
to west the northern sector, and tile access road to the PLEI ME C-I-D-G
camp, there were no roads in the battle area. The absence of ground lines

of communication required total dependence on the A-L-O-C for movement of
artillery and re-supply; a definite factor in the planning of operations
during the PLEIKU campaign. Trails, however, abounded throughout the area
and served to guide the movements of enemy soldiers and formations.

d. Civil Affairs. Both Vietnamese and ontegnards lived in the

area.of operations. The majority of the Vietnamese had fled, however,

leaving the area to the Montegnards and the VIET CONG. The Montegnards

belonged primarily to the Djarai-hoam Tribe. The civilians had not been

pro-VC, but with loss of government control in the area, the V-C filled
the power vacuum.

The V-C not only penetrated hamlets, but set up fighting positions
inside villages. It is anticipated that the civilians again will become

good pro-government citizens when permanent security and tability is
restored. ?anw C-I-D-G personnel in Special Forces camps had relatives
living in hamlets throughout the area controlled by the V-C. Because
future government control and support of the populace were directly affected,
great importance was attached in 1st Air Cavalry combat operations to

mininize non-combatant injuries and to s tress good civil affairs planning.

e. Rvaluation and Comments.

(1) Morale. Although there were some indications of dis-

affection anda desire to surrender, the relatively low number of captives
in ratio to the total number of N-V-A troops engaged indicated generally

good morale existed initially in the units with which the 1st Air Cavalry

had contact.
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L Me~~An tier series of indices of high arle was the ,d ete mintion ag s
ivr.mss and discipline of the treeps facing __elsusIs.Teesemdhowever, to be a general deterioration of mrae follo in i defeat " -
on the ground. ior exaple, one capti.- from the sth op i;,8th

Battalion, 66th Regiment, reported after the egem enMwt h 2/7f
,avalry on 17 November that his unit sustained 30. Il,.-5,-WU_- and, mast
importqntly, 50 deserters. Additioni l, ,reo t om A-N-V-N fores_

indicates that personnel captured i6m the 32d ii i iii.late Noibe-
believed the war was lost. Another blow to m fmralew th use f

B-52 strikes in close ground support. Capt red oe soldiers reported
that the raids stmuk terror in the hearts of NV-A troops ikd there wat,
general belief that each strike doverei 26 square kilometer and that
normal entrenchments were rot absoulutely so protection..

(2) Leadership. Throighout theamppaign, nmy leadership
appped good. There were, of course, adverse reoports and, in one case,
a report of an officer running away under fire. Continuation of mass
attacks in the face of withering protective tires indicates either an
absence of flexibility or the lack of control and coomand facilities---probably a mixture of both. Rowver, lamediats-actton d rills vhen surpridm ii'

and sound organization of poitiors indicate a high degree of professional-

(3) tics a

(a) General. -The average -V-i unit appears organized
along the a ve lines ka the Chinese Com-unist Pbrces; that is, light
infantry units armed with a preponderance of autoatic weapons, reinforced
by weapons companies and weapons battalions. (See organization chart of
the North Vietnamese division, known at a FIULD PROMT, which is believed
to have opposed the let Air Cavalry Division during the PLIIU Campaign,
included as Inclosure 2). Each soldier carri. .s from three-to-five Chinese
"potato washer" hand grenades. Most soldiers carried a light bedroll,

consisting of a piece of waterproof plastic and hammock. Packs, which
contained changes of clothing, additional first aid packse and eating
utensils, generally were left in base or assembly areas before a fight.

(b) Camouflage. The N-V-A soldier is an expert at
camouflage and uses every bit of cover and concealment lo perfection.
He attached foliage to his equipment to alter as mob as possible his
natural silouette. Some soldiers also used camouflage face wsks. The
N-V-A soldiers habitually dig in, evein during brief rest or massing stops

and carefully camouflages his positions. Noise and light discipline axe
excellent. He also makes good use of trees as firing platforms.

(0) Cffenive Tactics. Using only sMal arms, light
mortars and anti-tank weapons, the North Vietnamese soldier attempts to
close quickly with his objective area to render defensive fire support
ineffetire and to overwhelm god disorganize defenders. Sowe attacks

were preceded by light mortar fire and, in some instances, rocket fire
which was mistaken for mortar preparations. Attacks were characterized
either by an attempt to overwhelm by mass at single docisive point or
encircling maeuvers with 50-75 man groups; or by a combination of both.
Other favorite offensive tactics by N-V-A forces seemed to be aggressive
snall-unit encircling maneWers, and rapid assaults by small units---6 to
lO---3gainst small, isolated elements. Bot ploys were worked as counters
to encircling tactics employed by friendly forces.

Contrry to US forces' practice of firing mortars throughout the
area, N-V-A mortar firing generally was conducted only in front of their
route of attack and frequently in a creeping pattern.

At night enemy units expertly probe defensive perimeters and go to
great lengths to infiltrate elements that can act as stay-behind sniping
or killer groups. The close-in small arm fire of North Vietnamese
revilars was characterized by unerring accuracy and determination to hit
specific tUets. These targets habitually were radio operators and
identifiable leaders of all ranks.

13



It shld be noted, however, that these tactics were predicated {
in within 500 meters of the fromt line trace; and artillery fires not

L lees than 150 meters from the foxhole positions. They discovered
conclusively and fatally that lit Air Cavalry units will not hesitate
in oalling both tactical air and artillery strikes within 100 meters
of the front line trace if the situation warrants such action. This
my precipitate a change in N-V-A offensive doctrine in fu*ure operations
eaaint Almerican units.

(d) Defensive Tactics. In many cases defensive

positiams of small units were laid out in back-to-back inverted "Ls"
that provided enfilading fire in enlarged killing zones and tended to
deceivo ittackers at to the exact trace of the position. The placement
of cre;-served automatic weapons indicated a sound knowledge of the use
of grasing fire to deny utilization of avenues of approach.

(e) Micellaneous. N-V-A troops often tried to confuse
US forces during battle by shouting, "Friendly Forces" or "Friendly Troops"
in conjunction with wearing captured US eateel helmets and equipment. The
momentary confusion caused by these stratagem sometimes allowed their
users to fire first or take evasive actions.

(4) Logistics. Fbod supplies appeared adequate for most
units except for some elements of the 33d Regiment which had been separated
from their logistical base for several d ayse. Some captured etragglers and
deserters suffered from undernourishment. There were peristent reports
that major re-supply depots existed in the area, particularly in the IA
AHANG Valley. Small aums amsunition seemed plentiful. In fact, on the
night of 14 November, elements in contact with the 1/7th Cavalry were re-
supplied with 90 rounds each. A. definite shortage of ammunition in larger
calibers existed, particularly in mortars. Wedical supplies also were a
critical item for North Vietnamese forces.

(5) Weapons. At least two occurrences of air bursts in
the vicinity of aircraft were observed during the campaign. The presence
of the 14.nm twin-barol anti-aircraft weapon, which is standard in the
North Vietnamese division's anti-aircraft battalion, were reported on
several occasicn, bum none were captured or otherwise ideatified.

Captured weapons ran the gamut of infantry arms employed by N-V-A
forces. These included the 82m mortar, 75mm Recoiles rifle, 12.7=a
heavy machine gun, the EP46 and RPD light machine guns, the 7.62sm S1 semi-
automatic carbine, and the 7.62m AX47 assault rifle. Also captured were
7.62m bolt action rifles and 40me rocket launchers, which fired both 40k
and 82=m projectiles,

Nearly all weapons captured from N-V-A units were of Chinese Communist
mauufacture, with some coming from other Bloc countries. Weaponh taken
from local force V-C units along Highway 19 and in the old LE THAN District
Headquarters were the assorted conglomeration of weaponry usually associated
with local units.

(6) Intelligence Techniques. Special Agent Reports (SPAR)
were used for targeting U-S8--F and artillery interdictory firi.;. During
the period of 18-23 November, there were 25 potential targets identified,
of which 17 were engaged. Of these 13 were positively confirm 4d as targets
either by observation of eneoy personnel, structures, retaliatory fires or
secondary explosions.
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9. MISO The mission of the let Air Cavalry Division in the
PLEIKU-PLEI ME area was delineated in roughly two phases. Phase I, from
23 October through 26 October, placed the division elements in a defen- I
give, rein~forcing and/or limited offensive role.

Phase II, from 27 October until 26 November, placed the division
in an unlimited offensive role to seek out and destroy V-C forces in an
area of operations that, by conventional standards, vas imnse.

The missions were assigned either by the Commanding General, Field
Forces Vietnam, or by the Commanding General, United States Military
Assistance Commnd, Vietnam, through Field Forces Vietnam. The two

primary mission statements received by this divisit. are as follows:

PHASE Is (Message 1097 from CG-FFV, dated 221421 Oct 65, to CG, lst I.
"SUBJIET& CONFIR!uATION VOCG FFORCEV TO CG 19T AIR CAV DIV, 22 OCT

65.
01. (Omitted)"'

"2. (Omitted)

"3. CitY FIRST LIGHT 23 OCT 65 1ST AIR CAV ILOYS OnE BN

TY (MINIMUM 1 Ill BN AND I ARTY BTRY) TO PLEIIT WITH MISSION TO BE PRE-

PARED TO ASSIST IN DEFE E OF KEY US/GYN INSTALLATIONS VIC PLEIKU OR

REINFOEN II CORPS OPERATIONS TO RELIEVE PLEI ME CIDG CAMP.",

PHASE IIt (Message 1312 from CG-FF1, to CG, IS? AIR CAV DIV, dtd

310145 Oct 65)

"-.M16730t CONFIRMATION OF VOCG FFORCEV TO CO, 1ST AIR CAY DIV, 28
OCT 65.

"Rf: A. MSG 1097 FROM AVF-GC-CP, lED 221421Z.

B. MG 38215 FROM MAC J311, DTD 270629Z (NOTAL).

"ELEMENTS OF IST AIR CAV DIV CURRENTLY IMPLOYED VICINITY PLEIKU I

WILL COORDINATE WITH AND ESTABLISH AN AREA OF OPERATIONS VICINITY PLEI

ME CIM CIMA AND UNDERTAKE OPIRATIONS TO FIND FIX AND 3STROY VC FORCES

WHICH RIDANOER THAT GENRAL AR11A."
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10. CONEPT OF THE OPERATIONSt

a. Phase I. The initial concept for this operation was to

deploy by air to the vincinty of CAMP HOLLOWAY a reinforced infantry
battalion to provide security for US units and installations in the
PLEIKU area and to provide a reserve/reaction force for the PLEIKU area.

Within a matter of hours the estimate of the situation at PLEI ME
was revised and the divisional c 'ittment expanded to a brigade task
force. The concept then developed to provide limited offensive oper-
ations, utilizing air assault techniques to provide artillery fire

support for the A-R-V-N Armored Task Force moving to relieve the PLEI
PI Camp as well as support for the camp itself; and to provide infantry
security for artillery positions, while still maintaining a reserve
reaction force of hot less than one battalion for the defense of PLEIKU.

b. Phase II This phase was conducted using one brigade,
with three and four battalions, to conduct search and destroy operations
within sector and through coordination with U-S-S-F, C-I-D-G and sector
forces to &velop tsrgets to be engaged by rapid reaction forces. All
means available were utilized to gather information. Other friendly
forces within the wea were encouraged to participate by developing targets,
providing blocking forces or other support within their capability.
Battalions conducted search and destroy )perations by establishing
company/platoon bases and developing the situation with squad size action.
Bach battalion maintained a reaction force laagered with aircraft when
possible. Deceptive measures were employed to confuse the enemy and
constant pressure was maintained to keep him on the run,

Commencing on 1 November, forces were employed in Area I and Area
II (Reference Inclosure 3) to develop targets and block the enemy escape
routes into Cambodia. Each battalion was prepared to commit one company
within one hour with the remaining companies following at approximately
one hour intervals to strike once a target was developed. Search and
destroy operations continued into Area II when targets did not develop
in other sectors Continual attention was given to the security of the
force, to include command posts and logistics bases.
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1i. F.ECUTIONs Because of the complexities of the airmobile oper-
ations in the PLEIKU Campaign, and the inherent difficulties in presenting
the scope of the action in conventional narrative format, the followingmethod of unfolding the action has been chosen.

Ech day will be handled separatsly, with an accompanying map to show
the major movements of maneuver elements during that period. Flag locations
are as of the evening of the day in question, when units coiled for the
nigbt. In cases where the velocity of combat increased, inclosures, con-
sisting .of blow-ups of the ipecific map location, will be provided to better
portray the key movements that influenced the action.

Each day's summary will also include an intelligence sumary, the bulk
of it after-the-fact information that was obtained following the battles
or the campaign. It is included because it is important to show the enemy's
actual movements in connection with the movements of the division.

A day-by-day tally, when possible, of enemy and friendly casualties
also will be provided.

The friendly casualties are those that division records now indicate
occurred on the date in question. Individuals dying of wounds are con-
sidered to have been killed on the date their mortal wound was inflicted.
Ran casualties, in the case of a two or three day rolling action can be
only approximated on a day-to-day basis.

Additionally, a detailed task organization will be provided for each
operational day.

I. 2
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1. OPERATIONS Sb14MARY:

At 191900 October 1965, the PLEI MR C-I-D-G Camp was attacked by
an enemy unit of unknown strength and origin. By 22 October intelligence
officers at APR-V-N II Corps Headquarters were aware of a two-regimental
threat in the PLEI ME area. On that same day, the Commanding General,
Field Forces Vietnam, agreed to reinforce the PLEIKU area to allow the
II Corps Commander to commit a relief force down the provincial road to
PLEI ME in sufficient strength to offset thuJ regimental force intelligence
sources felt sure was set in ambush. T hat night TF INGRAM, consisting
of one infantry battalion and an artillery lbattery, was ordered to airlift
to CAMP HOLLOWAY at first light on 23 October. The task force began moving
by air from AN KHE at 0800 and closed at CAMP HOTLOWAY at 1300. While
the move was underway, the Commanding General, !st Air Cavalry Division,
sensing that the divisional involvement was certain to grow onoe the A-R-V-N
relief column was comitted, obtained permission from F-F-V to send to
PLEIKU the 1st Brigade, then executing Operation dCRIMMAGE in the vicinity
of BINH KHE east of the DEO MANC pass along E:ghway 19. The brigade, with
its headquarters element, the 2/8 Cay and two firing batteries of the 2/19
Arty, extracted from the VINH THANH Valley by 1500 hours and closed by air
at CAMP HOLLOWAY by 2400, when it assumed operational control of TF INGRAM.

The brigade was still charged with the scurity of PLEIKU, but had two
alditional missions: provide artillery support for Operation DAN THANG 21,
wnich was the A-R-V-N relief of PLEI ME; and to provide a reserve/reaction
force for possible committment to PLEI ME.

The actions of that afternoon led to the two latter missions. While
the lst Brigade was moving to PLEIKJ, the relief column began moving down
the provincial road toward PLEI ME. The total relief force consisted of
the 3d Armored Cavalry Squadron, the 1/42 Inf, the 21st and 22d Ranger
Battalions, all total; 1,200 men, 16 tanks and 15 armored personnel carr-
iers.

At 1400 hours the 22d Ranger Battalion was helilifted to a L-Z at
ZA150157 from which it was to sweep east to the PHU MR-PLEI ME road,
destroy any VIET CONG in the rea and serve as P blocking force so that
any enemy along the road would be caught between them and the attacking
Armored Task Force. The official after-action report filed by the Senior
Advisor for the 24th Tactical Zone is silent on the role played by the 22d

Rangers in the subsequent action.

The A-P-C troops and the tank company moved along the road supported

on the left by the 1/42 Inf and on the right by two companies of the 21st
Ranger Bn. The teains, protected by two companies of the 21st Rarger Bn,

followed approximately two k.lometers behind the main attack force. At
1700 hours the main force halted at ZA1717 while a p- e-planned air trike
was conducted on it suspected V-C position at ZA172164. Following the
strike, the main force moved forward and at 1750 hours was taken under
heavy fire from the southeast and west of ZA172164. Simultaneously the
trains received heavy fire from the east and west. Once the trains were
pinned by morta.r and automatic weapons fire, they were assaulted from
the south by an estimated 2-to-3 company force. An immediate air strike
was conducted on the attacking forces but not before coriderable damage
was inflicted on the soft skinned vehicles of the trains.

When the V-C force was repulsed, the lead element of the A-T-F pulled
back approximately one kilometer to the north and established a perimeter
at ZA193195. Throughout the night both positions received harassing mortar
and small arms fire. Friendly materiel losses were two n9 Armored cars,two
5-ton ammo trucks, and two gas tankers destroyed; two 5-ton tracks, ore M8

armored car, one bulldozer, one lowboy, two 3/4-ton trucks and two 105=m
howitzers damaged. There was no report of enemy casualties.
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2. TASK ORGANIZATION:

TF INGRAM FIRST BRIGADE DIVISIONAL (4
2/12 Cay HHC/lst Bde Div Command Elements
B 2/17 Arty 2/8 Ca, 17th Avn Co

Sec, 1/~ Cav 2/19 Arty (-)
Al8th ft - D 119 Cay
2 Plt, 229 B 1/9 Cav
Tm, 10th RRU A 2/20 Arty
Sqd, 545 1P Co 3d F-S-E, (Spt Cmd)
F-A-C Tm, U-S-A-F C/227 AHB (-)

B/228 ASHR (-)

3. INTELLIGENCE SUNMRYs

Cavalry units, upon arrival at PLEI ME began immediately to
collect and assess intelligence. II Corps intelligence advisors had
not yet "made" any of the units in or around PLEI ME, other than to
correctly estimate that the total ememy strength likely was two regi-
mente. It was also estimated that there could be a regimental sized
force due west of PLEIKU. Generally, the intelligence picture on the
day the 1st Air Cavalry Division entered the scene is as depicted in
Inclosure 4.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS,

None.
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S24 . OPERATIONS SUMMYs

3J

The lot Brigade began completing its mission of supplying
artillery support to the Armored Task Force. B 2/12 led an air assault

. on Objective FIELD GOAL (ZL238255) at 0812,hours, followed by Companies

C, D and the Battalion comand group. B 2/3 Arty landed the
L-Z was secure.

Late that afternoon, the 2/12 and B 2/17 Arty ioved by road and air
to Objective FIELD GOAL SOUTH (ZA202207) where artillery fired support
for the A-T-F, then located about 9 kilometers south of FlED GOAL SOUTH.

At 1600 hours, 2/8 Cay made an airmobile assault and seized without
opposition L-Z SOUTH (ZA209123) with A and C companies, followed by B 2/
19 Arty, which also began firing support for the task force.

B Troop 1/9 Cav Sqdn conducted reconnaissance and screenirg missions
in the brigade's zone of operations.

All Cavalry units were closed into night positions by 1900 hours.
The A-R-V-N relief column, meanwhile, had moved its main force north along
the road to the t rains defensive perimeter, where casualties were then
evacuated.

To try to get the column moving on the 24th the 1st Brigade placed

an artill.rj liaison party with the armored column, thus guaranteeing US
13 artillery fire support for the task force. However, the task force

commander elected to remain in that position for the night while sending
back to PEIKU for additional supplies. The artillery liasion party came

into the task force on one of the incoming medical evacuation choppers

late on the afternoon of the 24th.

3 43
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2. TASK ORGANIZATION:

1ST BRIGAIDE DIVISION
HHC, ist Bde Tm, 10th RRU Div Cmd Pers2/8 CaT Pit, 545 W Co 17th Avn Co2/12 Cav F-A-C Tins, Air Force
2/19 Arty (-) 3d F-S-E
B 2/17 Arty C 227th AHB
A 2/20 Arty (ARA) B 228th ASHBA/8 &

3. INTELLIGECE SUNMARY,

After the initial engagement of A-R-V-N forces the presence of
the N-V-A 32d Regiment became known. Although the enemy has struck aheavy blow at the armored task force, it failed in its mission of com-plete fragmentation and destruction.

The enemy force still holding PLEI NE under seige had not yet
been identified, but the belief was growing that it was a newly-infilfi-
rated unit getting its "baptism by fire".

SAll in all, however, the intelligence picture still was hazy and fullof conjecture.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS,

FRIENDLY LOSSES ENEM LOSSES

KIA 0 No infantry contnct and no
estimates on arlillery-WIA 0 caused casualties.

MIA 0
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25 OCTOBER~

1, OPERATIONS SUMMARY:

The Armored Task Force didn't start rolling until 1300 hours,
and then mot until the artillery forward observer got in the lead vehicle
and liter4lly walked the artillery fire down the road in front of the
advancing column. The task force began receiving small arms fire from
ZA178132, arousing fears that the enemy again was trying to ambush the
column. The Cavalry artillery and tactical air strikes iupressed the
fires and the 3elief column arrived at the PLEI ME Camp at duisk, where
a defensive perimeter was established.

Meanwhile, to better support the advancing column and to provide
close-in support the the camp itself, the brigade roved two batteries
of 2/19 Arty, plus a control element of headquarters battery, to Position
HOMECOMING (ZA217109) during the day. The position was secured by all
elements of the 2/8 Cay, which had moved from either the previous night's
L-Z or from CAMP HOLLOWAY. The artillery then began delivery of a heavy
volume of fire in support of both the advancing task force and the PLEI
ME camp,

At 1600 hours the 2/12 Cay (-) and B 2/17 Arty moved by air from
FIELD GOAL SOUTH to CAM HOLLOWAY to assume the mission of brigade re-
action force and as security for the PLEIKU area.

B 2/9 Cay Sqdn was returned to squadron control at 1230 hours and
thki souadron (-) began search o rations in the area of the LE THAN
District Headquarters (ZA246245)with a Special Forces C-I--,-M " Eega.e
Flight" attached. The attachmert, despite the aerial connotation,
actually was a ?bntegnard grouitm reconnaissance group consisting of
six, 5-man scout squads. The squadron also screened the flanks of the
lt Brigade's operational area.
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2. TASK ORGANIZATION:

1ST BRIGADE DIYISION [
No change exceptt 1/9 Car (-)
Detach B 1/9 Cay at 1230 hou-a Forward D-T-O-C

17th Avn Co
C-I-D-G "Eagle Flight"

3o INTELLIGENCE SUM4ARY.

With the ambush by the N-V-A 32d Regiment less than successful,
a decision apparently was made by that unit to withdraw. The original
plan called for the 32d Regiment to completely destroy the 3lief colufn, *,~then, in concert with its sister element to the south, fall on the PLEI ME

~camp and reduce it. (Estimated time for this iask was set at just one .hour),

Now that the relief column had broken through the camp, the plan
was spoiled and the compelling reason for the continued seige of PLEI
KE vanished.

At 2200 hours on 25 October, the headquarters of the regiment which1i
had been attacking PLEI ME ordered a withdrawal to the west, beginning
the next day, with a reinforced battalion designated to continue pre-
ssure on the camp to cover the withdrawal.

SAll that was known to friendly forces at this time, however, was

that pressure on the camp was continuing from an enemy unit or unitsof unknown strength.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

FRIENDLY LOSSES ENEMY LOSSES
KIA 0 No overt contact,
Aalthough artillery fires

WIA 5 in support of the A-R-V-N
unquestionably caused

MIA 0 enemy casualties.
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26 OCTOBER

1. OPERATIONS SUM4ARY:

The Armored Task Force commander was given a mission oraer to

conduct a sweep of the PLEI ME area early on the 26th. Initially the

task force was to move out in two columns. The tank company and the 22d
Rangers were on the right and the A-P-C troop, 1/42 Inf and 21 Ranger Bn,

were on the left. Upon arrival at ZA164055, the tanks and tracks were

unable to negotiate the terrain. The two columns then turn around and
approached the camp from the northwest. At 1205 hours the enemy opened
up with a heavy volume of mortar, small arms and recoilless weapons fire,
which resulted in friendly casualties totailing 27 KIA and 80 WIA. Al..
though the A-R-V-N wavered during the assault, immediate support by the
two batteries of 2/19 Artillery at HOMECOMING enabled the task force to

withstand the attack, and later move offensively against the N-V-A. Total

enemy casualties reported by the A-R-V-N for that day were 148 KIA (BC)
and 5 captured.

At 1315, while the task force was heavily engaged, rhe 2/8 Cay was
alerted to move to the PLEI ME area and support efforts of A Co, 8th

Engineers, in repairf the airstrip. The engineer recon team was unable
to land due to the fires.

The decisionwas then made by the division and brigade commanders to
attack the hill mass just south of PLEI ME (ZA154039). An enlarged Area
if Operations was obtained and the planning begun. The brigade received

the mission at 2145 hours and worked all through the night planning the
assault,

One of the most agonizing decisions that had to be made was the

choice of a landing zone. With enemy fire still being placed on the

airstrip, that was ruled out. Moreover, the N..V-A force at PLEI ME
was well equipped with heavy anti-aircraft machine guns, and had already
shot djwn seven aircraft, including two B-57 fighter-bombers. It

finally was decided that the best landing zone that offered a degree

of protection against anti aircraft weapons ringing the PLEI ME camp,
and yet not too far away from the objective, was a clearing north of

the camp.

Meanwhile, A 2/12 Cav was attached to the 1/9 Cay Sqdn and was air-
lifted to ZV115915 frcm whence it moved by foot to V105905. At this

point The unit establihed numerous night ambush patrols.
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2. TASK ORGANIZATION:

1ST BRIGADE DIVISION INo Ctange exceptz No Change

Add 1/9 Cay (-)

I.NTMELLIGENCE SUMMARY:

Intelligence officers, while now definitely identifying the
unit involved in the ambush of the armored task force as the N-V-A 32d
Regiment, still had no real positive identification of the unit in and
around PLEI ME. There were several references by captives to the 101
Regiment, but there were dismissed because of non-agreement with current
order of battle holdings.

The 32d meantime, was well underwa; back to its regimental base at
PLEI THE (YA820070). By this time there were strong suspicions that a
N-V-A divisional headquarters was controlling the enemy action. In fact,
later determined that this headquarters was at this time moving from its
battle location at PLEI BON GA (ZA057155) to PLE! LAO TCHIN (YA807078)
where it would be co-located with the 32d.

Meanwhile, the first elements of the unit in contact at PLEI ME
was beginning its movement westward to its advance base at KRO Village
(Enemy designttion) at (ZA08O30).

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS

FRIENDLY LOSSES ENEMY LOSSES
KIA 0 Still no significant

ground contact, al-
WIA 4 though the 2/19 Arty

assuredly can take

MIA 0 credit for some of
the enemy casualties
counted by the armored

task force.

5. ADDENDUM:

October 26-27 marked the turnirv- point in the division's oper-
ation at PLEI ME. On the 26th, General William C. Westmoreland, Comm-

anding General, US Forces, Vietnam, visited the Brigade Forward command
post at HOMECOMING. Oen with the limited intelligence available at that
time, it was apparent that the N-V-A effort at PLEI ME had been something
more than a routine, "baptism of fire" operation. In the conference
between General Wesamoreland and divib-or office-3 the theme was expounded

that US Forces must now do more that merely contain the enemy; he must
be sought out aggressively and destroyed.

So the division's scope of operations changed from one of rein-

forcement and reaction to that of unlimited offense. It was released
from a small zone of operations and provided a tactical area of operations
that covered nearly 2,500 square kilometers. It was given the mission of
searching ont, fixing and destroying enemy forces that provided a threat
to PLEI ME, PLVIKU and the entire central highlands.

The lst Brigade assumed the divisional mission. Its concept was to
conduct an intensive search fcr the enemy, looking everywhere--- in the
villais, in the jungles and along the stream beds. By wide-spread dis-
persion, made possible by excellent communications and helicopter lift,
the Brigade was to sweep large areas systematically. Each battalion was

to be deployed with suppo'r;ing artillery and was to further disperse its

companies. Vigorous and intensive patrolling from company bases was to be

conducted. When contact was established, a rapid reaction force was t be

assembled swiftly and lifted by helicopters to strike the enem. Rapi ir

movement of artillery batteries , plus extensive use of tactical air strikes,

would provide the fire support.

.ero was airmobility's acid test. The next few days would reveal
wi'ither three years of pleanning and testing would bear the fruits of
victory---for a coricet and a division.
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The first offensive operations under the expanded concept took

place at 1000 hours when the 2/8 Cav air assualted to a landing zone northt
of P1.31 W. All commandes breathed easier when the landinig wan made with-
out opposition. The battalion moved south by land to assault Objective
CH12RY (ZA155o38) and secured the objective witbout significant opposition
at 1310 hours.?

At 0715 B and D companies of 2/12 Cay with the battalion CP air landed i

4 on PUNT (ZA183123). C 2/12 landed at HOMECOMING at OW9 and B 2/17 Arty
air landed at PUNT at 0800. All units had come fron UMW HOLLOWAY.

Their movement was made possible because the 1/12 Cav had been
I attached to the 1st Brigade and at 1615 hours closed at CAIlF HOLLOWAY
1 from AN KU and became the brigade 's reserve/reaction force for defense

of P1anCU At 1730 hours, C 1/12 Cay moved by air to position NIMK (ZA:1 122122), closing at 1850 hours.
At 1845 B 1/8 Cay arrived at CAMP HOLLOWAY.

The 1/9 Cay Sqdn continued ib general screening of the brigade area. n
It returned A 2/12 Car to its parent unit and the company closed at HON- 0
COMING at 1730 hours.

The 1st Brigade forward command post moved to HOMIEONIUO from CAMF
HOLLOWAY, closing before nightfall.

I 4
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2. TASK ORGANIZATION:

1ST BRIGADE DIVISION
HHC, let Bde 1/9 Cav Sqdn (-) Fd D-T-O-C
2/8 Cav Tm, loth FRU 17th Avn Co
1/12 Cay TA, 191 MI-IPW
2/12 Cay Tm, 54th Inf Det
B i/8 Cay Plt, 545 W Co
2/19 Arty F-A-C Tm
B 2/17 Arty A/Bth hg
A 2/20 Arty 3d F-S-E

j 227 AHB G-)
228 AS ) B

3. INTELLIG2 SUMMARY:
By the 27th, the N-V-A regiment responsible for the seige of

PLEI ME was positively identifed as the 101B or the 33d, the latter

designation used almost exclusively thereafter.

By the ent of the day$ the lead elements of the 33d had closed on its
forward assembly area, the village KRO, while its rear-guard battalion,
was just beginning to break contact at the PLEI ME C-I-D-G camp. But XB0
was anything but a sanctuary as increasing numbers of helicopters flew
overhead.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

FRIENDLY LOSSES ENEMY LOSSES
KIA 0 Still no significant

contact, although
WIA 2 patrols found small

quantities of rice
HIA 0 and some bodies.
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28 OCTOBER

l! OPERATIONS SUMARY:

The brigade elements began spreading swiftly to the west of

PLEI ME. The 1/12 Cay moved from CAMP HOLLOWAY and from Position MIAKE
and made airmobile assaults on positions viclnity PLEI LOUNG YA RANG (ZA
960240) and began search and destroy operations in that area. Nbvement
began at 0805 and all elements closed in their positions by 1300 hours.

- 2/12 Cav continued to secure PUNT and HOMECOMING until 1440 hours,
when combat elements began search and destroy operations in the vicinity
of PLEI KUENH XOM (ZA111142)o All elements were closed by 1740 hours0

The 2/8 secured Objective CHERY and the PLEI ME Camp until late in
the afternoon° At 1500 hours the battalion minus moved by air to PUN
with B company going to HOMECOMING, and assumed the artillery security

missions at both locations.

The 1/9 Cay Sqdn continued agressive aerial reconnaissance and

surveillance in the areas west and south of the PLEI ME camp. It was
beginning to make fleeting contwrts with enemy elements west of the

camp and brought fire on targets of opportunity The squadron's rifle

platoons each established night ambushes from a patrol base0

The Ist Brigade command post moved from HONECOMING to STADIUM (ZA
202341) at 1025 hoursp a position in which it would remain until relieved

by the 3d Brigade on 9 November0
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2. TASK ORGANIZATION:

1ST BRIGADE DIVISION -
No Change No Change

3. INTELLIGENCE SUMh&Y:

For the 33d Regiment, the continued pressure from armed heli-
copters near its advance base at the village flO (ZA080030) was becoming
more and more uncofortableo The fear of detection had begun to split
the units and now many individuals had separated from their organizations -
and were straggling.

The 32d Regiment had nearly closed its base on the north bank of the
IA DRANG, although the exact route it took in its withdrawal from the ambush

site still remains a mystery.

4n ACTIVITIES STATISTICS c

FRIENDLY LO_____ _Ef LOSS
KIA 0 KIA Unk

WIA 0 WIA Unk

MIA 0 VCC 0

VCS 0

WNS-3 hand grenades

EQUIP-Misc field gear
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29 OCTOBE

1. CP ATION SUMMARYs

The i/12 Car continued its company-sized search and destroy
sweeps in its zone of action, with D company occupying a village and
assisting in the civic action medical activities. At 1800 hours the
2/19 Arty (-) moved from HOISCOMING to CHARGHR CITY (ZA958245), operating
base of the 1/12.

The 2/12 Cav conducted small unit sweeps around its company bases and
although there was no contact, there were numerous signs hat the N-V-A
units had recently been in the area.

The 2/8 Cay continued to secure HOMECOMING and PUNT.

The most significant actions of the day were recorded by the 1/9
Cay Sqdn. During the night, elements of the squadron reporting fleeting
contact at its patrol sites, and throughout the day, the reconnaissance-
by-fire fechinques of the squadron were getting results. The scout sections
spotted and fired upon isolated groups of enemy, drawing fire in some cases.
The squadron0s gun ships made several firing passes at a suspected strong
point at about 1400 hours at ZA0403 and the squadron's rifle platoons

followed up, but no contact was made on the ground between infantry elements.
At 1800 the squadron set three ambushes on Highway 19 to prevent movement
from south to north.
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2. TASK ORGANIZATIONt

IST BRIGADE DIVISION
No change go change

3. fITELLIGENCE SUMMARYt

The withdrawal of the 33d Regiment was rapidly becoming a
nightmare. More and more armed heliopters began striking units of the
regiment. So close were these attacks pressirg to the advance base that
by noon of the 29th the regimental cadre decided to keep the unit on the
move to the west, seeking sanotuary. This time it was headed for its
"home" prior to the attack on PLEI M. This wa ANTA Village N-V-A design-
atioK) at YA940010, located at the foot of the CHU PONG Massif. It was
here during early October, that the 33d had conducted drills and re-
hearsals of its attack on the PLII ME C-I-D-G camp.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICSs

FRIENDLY LOSSES IN2M LOSSES
XIA 0 KIA Unk

WIA 2 WIA Unk

MIA 0 VCC 0

VcS 0

WPNS 0

EQUIP 0
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30 0CTOBE

1. OPERATIONS SDMARY&

Giving the maneuver battalions huge chunks of real estate to
cover (Areas SHOE, EARL and JIM) the 1st Brigade continued itspush to
cover the areas west of the PLEI NE camp.

The 2/12 Cay moved by foot and air to new company bases of oper-
ations, generally north and west of their initial po3itions, continuing
search and destroy sweeps° A 2/12 engaged briefly but sharply upon
landing in its L-Z and inflicted casualties upon the enemy.

A 2/8 Cay began moving by foot at 0740 hours from PUNT to Objective
MAGGIE (ZA143073) just south of PLEI ME. The area was reported to have
been receiving enemy fire. The company closed on the objective without
opposition late in the afternoon° B 2/8 Cay screened with two platoons
south from HOMEOMING° The remainder of the company stayed at HOMEOMING.
C 2/8 Car and 2/8 CP group (Fwd) moved by air from PUNT to Objective DOT
(ZA909172) closing at 1600 hours. They were joined by A 2/19 Arty, moving
from CHARGER CITYo

In its area around CHARGER CITY, the 1/12 Cav continued it company-
sized searching sweeps, maintaining at least one platoon as a reaction
force.

The 1/9 Cay Sqdn moved its command post to PLEI RING DO (ZA218345)
just adjacent to the 1st Brigade C-P9 and provided added depth to its
defense, From this base squadron scout swarmed over the woods and streams
of the r-ling country west of PLEI ME and made numerous contacts, drawing
heavy automatic weapons fire in most instances. Fire habitually was re-
turned by the scout and weapons ships, but in most instances there was no
way of assessing eccurately the results of firing passes. BuL it was
obvious that the enemy was being kept stirred up and on the move. That
night the squadron again put its rifle elements in night ambush positions
on Highway 19.
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2. TASK ORGANIZATION:

1ST BRIGAIX DIVISION
No Change No change

3. ITfELLIGENCE SUMMARY:

Maintaining unit integrity was beccaing increasingly difficult I
for many element of the 33d Regiment as Cavalry helicopters seemed to
be everywhere, firing into carefully camouflaged positions and causing
individuals to either break and run or reveal positions by returning
the aircraft fires. And a new element of danger had been introduced. _Infantry units began air assaults in widely separated points throughout
the general area through which the 33d must pass.

At times these landings were far enough from regimental units
so that battle could be avoided, but in other cases, the cavalrymen found
retreating elements and sharp fire fights, always costly to the N-V-A
would result. And with each such engagement, further fragmentation of
N-V-A units would occur.

As the small unit actions increased, the Cavalry obtained its
first North Vietnamese captives and more and better intelligence con-
cerning the enemy forces was becoming available to commanders.

4- ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

FRIENDLY LOSSES ENEMY LOSSES

KIA 0 Ik - 6(BC) ll(Eet)

WIA 1 WIA - 21 (et)

0 VCC 8

VCS 0
W4NS - 9x Chicom

Assault Rifles
18x hand grenads

EQUIP - 150 rounds
7.62 =m ammo

3 Indiv issues
clothing and
equip

1500 pounds of
rice
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31 OCTOBER

1. OPERATIONS SUMMARY3

The general movement westward continued for the 2/8 Cay. At
0815 hours B company moved from HONEOMING to Position CON (ZA945175),
closing at 1120 hours. A 2/8 was moved from MAGGIE to CON, and D company
and Battalion CP moved from DOT.

At CHARGER CITY the 1/12 Ca, continued its serie, of company-sized
sweeps with little enemy contact.

In its zone the 2/12 Cay continued sweeping operations. The CP group
along with companies B and D and B 2/19 Arty were located at ZAO57214. A
company wav at ZA068159 with orepl-atoon at ZAG42139. The platoon engaged
a N-V-A force of estimated platoon size at 0710 hours and, with the assist-
ance of a cavalry squadron we.apons team inflicted 2 KIA and 1 WIA on the
enemy before he ',roke conta-t. Before nightfall the battalion CP dis-
placed to ZA075219.

The 1/9 Cay Sqdn continued its first light and last light reconn-
aissance missions on the brigade's flanks in addition to its recon-by-
fire missions throughout the zone of action, The fires by the scout and
weapons ships brought numerous air-to-ground engagements. Prior to dark-
ness, two rifle platoons occupied ambudisites on Highway 19. The other
rifle platoon established a platoon ambush and patrol base at ZAl45173.

6
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2. TASK ORGANIZATION:

1ST BRIGADE DIVISION

No Change No Change

3. fITELLIGENC~E SUMMARY:
The constant harrasament from the air and the sudden and un-

causing consternation in the en~emy ranks. Elements continued to dis-
integrate and frngmetinto small parties or, in..ome cases, indivicd.ial
stragglers. Many of these, left to fend for themselves, soon fell into

the hands of Cavalry units. Contributing to the problens8 of the 33d 'Was
the acute shortage of food sk.nd nedicines since many units could not reach
their pre-stocked supply os wbecause of the sudden thrusts of the
helicopter-borne troopers.

4, ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

FRIENDLY LOSSE ENEMY LOSSES
1(1k 1 KIA - 2( 1~7(Est)

WIA 0 WIA - 10(Fat)

MIA 0 VCC 1

VCS 0

WPNS -1 Assault Rifle

1 Carbine

3 hand grenades
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1 NOVEMBE

1. CPFRATIONS SUMMARY:

The morning of 1 November began normally enough, but at 0720
1/9 Cay Sqdn B Troop scouts spotted about a dozen N-V-A soldiers at
ZA036021. They were taken under fire and B Troop rifles were dispatched
to the area. Maanwhile C troop scouts had spotted another 30 enemy
soldiers a little further to the northeast. At 0808 hours B troop rifles
were on the gound and moving to contact, with the accut ships acting as
a screei and guides. Closing into a stream bed at ZA042028 the rifle
platoon engaged a N-V-A element, killing 5 and capturing 4 more. Moving
on, the 30 man rifts platoon then captured an aid station, believed to be
at least regimental in size, with all supplies and equipment. The fight
around the hospital site continued and at 0955 another 15 enemy soldiers
wore killed and an additional 15 captured. This occurred at approximately
ZA045032 (See Inclosure 5 for detailed positions from 0800-1400).

Scout ships were sent aloft to drop surrender leaflets in the area
to further demoralize the enemy. As the fight went on, all captured
equipment was evacuated by helicopter, thus denying the enemy any chance
of recovering rital medical supplies. Due to the size and importance of
the target, it required the committment of the two remaining rifle platoons
of the squadron.

At about 1410, scouts, who had continued their screen of the battle

area, reported a battalion-size enemy force moving from the northeast
toward the squadron's positions. (Inclosure 6)

The enemy was taken under rocket and machine gun fire from the scout
and weapons ships but continued to close to the squadron's defensive positions.
From 1420 hours until 1800 hours the three platoons of the 1/9 Coy Sqdn were
heavily engaged by the N-V-A element. Time and again assaults - -e repulsed
with just the organic weapons of the three platoons, since the ,emy had
pressed so close so as to preclude the use of tactical air or aerial rocket
artillery support. The position was, of course, well out range of tube
artillery.

Re-supply and evacuation took place simultaneously in a small and
exposed landing zone. During the operation a total of seven aircraft were
hit by hostile fire.

Reinforcement in the form of a platoon each from the 1/12, 2/12 and
2/8 Cay were airlifted into the battle area late in the afternoon, to be

followed by two more platoons from A 2/12 Cav. (Inclosure 7)

At 1700 hours B 1/8 Cay was relieved of its brigade security mission
at STADIUM and committed to the battle. By 1830 the commanding officer
ef 2/12 Cay had control of the battle area and by 1937 hours the Cavalry
Squadron elements, which had found and fixed the enemy for the infantry,
were extracted tuid returnud tv the squadron base.

By evening the N-V-A element had broken contact and withdrawn.

In other areas, the remaining companies of 2/12 Cay continued search
and destroy operations in their respective zones.

2/8 Cav CP Group and A 2/19 Arty airlifted into Position CAVALAIR
(ZA975035). A company was lifted from POT to CAVALAIR to help secure the
artillery base. B company was lifted to YA948125 except for the one
platoon sent to the hospital fight. C company moved to YA900172 and
establ'shed ambush sites in that area.

The 1/12 Cay, meantime, developed an interesting action in its zone
of operations. It moved two companies by foot during darkness to a ready

position around the village of PLEI XOUN (YA895305) while a C-I-D-G Strike

Force from DUC CO began moving northeast. At daylight the companies moved
te blocking positions and the C-I-D-G companies entered the town and searched
it. Leaflets provided by a Pay War teem were dropped in the village empha-
sizing US and Vietnamese aims and appealing to the eneuy to &urrender. The
village waswell protected with man traps and punji 3takes. The battalion's
recon platoon was committed to the fight witn the 1/9 Cay at the hospita].
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2. TASK ORGANIZATION:

1ST BRIGAIX DIVISION
No change excepts No change

attach 1/8 Cay (-)

2 companies C-I-D.G Strike Force

3. INTELLIGEJ(E SUMMRT

The 33d Regiment sustained a major blow with the lose of its
regimental aid station. Many of the patients were captured, along with
many of the defenders and, more importantly, medical supplies already
in critical short supply

By now the regimental headquarters had reached Ghe base at ANTA
village, but the bulk of the agiment was still strung out between PLEI ME
and CHU PONG. And these elements continued to draw aerial rocket and
machine gun fire throughout the withdrawal. Also the heavy bombing and
strafing attacks by U-S-A-F aircraft were directed against regimental
positions with increasing accuracy as the secondary target detection systems
of the lot Air Cavalry Division began %o click.

The precision of the strikes was so upsetting that regimental cadre
held a conference in an attempt to discover what was allowing the US forces
to make such repeated, accurate air strikes. It was concluded th.t only
cpies within the ranks could be furnishing the location and movement of
of the regiment's elements.

The capture of the aid station was a major find f'or the division and
besides the opportunity it provided for destruction of N-Y-A forues, it
also yielded documents, including one particularly valuable map, that re-
vealed enemy supply and march routes. These, in turn,were converted into
intelligence that led to further interdictory bombings by the Air Force.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

FRIENDLY LOSSES ENEMY LOSSES

KIA 11 KIA -99(0) 183 (Est)WIA -208 (Est)

WIA 47 VCC 44
EQUIP - Regimental aid

MIA 0 station with all supplies
300 pounds of rice
WPN5- 3x75mm RR rifle
lx82mm mortar w/sight
37 Indiv weapons
20 hand grenades
10 bangalore torpedoes
35x75=n rounds
30x82mm rounds
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Total Infantry Battalion Moves 40

Total Artilleryr Battalion Yoves 67

MRP AC1T TUTA SORTIES HOURS
LOH 8,013 49909.6

UH-].B 11,522 79328.9

UH-lD 339522 1.1,904.2

CO-47 7,026 2,741.7

CH-54 252 128.6

C¥-2B 2,210 2,9531.9

OV-lB 247 271.7
ov-c 2'.

TOTALS 63, 204 30,031.1

TYPE A 1 HIT BY SHOT RECOVERED**

EMY FIRE 'DOWN
LOH 11 3* 1
UH-lB 15 2 1

UH-1D 212 2
CH-47 10 0 0

CV-2B 2 0 0.,3.

*-LOH destroyed on grund by enemy fire.
**--ndicates aircraft was later restored
to flying status.

(b) Dftision Artillery. During the campaign every
element of division artillery was utilized at some time or other, with
mom* artillerymen fighting in the role of infantry to defend certain
positions. The artillery not only provided combat support for organic
elements, but fired numerous missions in support of A-R-V-l; forces,
both at the PLEI MR C-I-D-G Camp and for the A-R-V-N Airborne Brigade.

the importance of the artillery in this campaign cannot be over-
emphasized. The ability to plus artillery fire power in massive support
of infantry actions by' the use of airmchile techniques clearly provided
one of the Keys to victory at PLEI MR.

In addition, the division's aerial artillery mtued-and came of
age auring the capaign. The utilization of A-R.-A to supplement and,
in some eases, to substitute for, tube artillery became cononplaoe
during the various phases of the campaign. An the infantry coamanders
becam acquainted with the firepower potential of A-R-A in conjumction
with its flexibility and immediate response, it was used with increasing
frequency.

ARTILLERY STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN

(1) Total artillery rounds fired in support of campaign:

33,108 105m Howitzer

7,-56 2.75 inch aerial rockets HE.
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1. OPERATIONS SU*IURY:

The 2/12 CaT pulled all its companies into the hospital battle
are and began to fan out to the northeast in search operations,. Company
A found 29 lurs containers of medical supplies at Zh045038, following a
b4sk encounter with a small enemy unit. At 1430 all three rifle companies
attacked to seize 03JECTITN-H in the vicinity of ZA 065055 and captured 6
N-T-A soldiers.

The 2/8 CP and A company maintained positions at CA¥ALAIR while B
company moved from NA ( zA945125) to a position at YV9899. The platoon
of B company that had been conmitted to the hospital battle the day before
was extracted and returned to its parent unit.

in the 1/12 area, companies A and B continued search and destroy
operations. At the village of PLEI XOUN, some 500 refugees were evac-
uated to the LE THAIH refugee camp. The remainder of the battalionseaTched from bases in the vicinity of CHARGER CITY.

A company and CP groug of 1/8 Cay began arriving at STADIUM and had
closed by 0945 hours. B company returned to STADIUM from the hospital
operation. C company 1/8 remained at TUY HOA in support of TF AMS.

1/9 Car continued its first and last light recons and provided the
brigade with flank screens. The remainder of the squadron was coiled at
its location near the brigade CP at STADIUM It was detached from brigade
control at 0840. The maps capturedthe day previously that depicted trails
and movement all headed toward the CHU PONG - IA IRANG complex made the
division comander and his assistants anxious to get sorething going close
to the Cambodian border. The Cay Squadron was ideally suited for the task
and this was to be its next mission.

7
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2. TASK ORGANIZATIONs

1ST BRIGADE DIVISION
No Change except: No change except:

Detach 1/9 Cay W- at 0840 hours Gain Op Con 1/9 Cay W-

3. INTELLIGENE STJ)I(RYt

The 33d Reegiment now received orders to head deeper into the
CHU PONG saw tuary. By 0400 on the 2d, the regimental CP had arrived
at Hill 732 (YA885lo6). But while the head of the column had comparitive
safety, the body and tail, still stretching back to near PLEI ME, vas
anything but safe.

Meanwhile, the N-V-A division headquarters (FIELD FRONT) had a
bright spot in an otherwise gloony picture. The last of its three
regiments was due to arrive soon in South Vietnam and begin moving into
assembly areas in the CHU POING-Ik DRANG area.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

FI1IENDL'! LOSES E]EMY LOSSES

Ik 0 Ik - 3(BCTl5(jkt)

WIA 4 WIA -13 (Est)

MIA 0 VCC 18

EQUIP-Quantities of
hospital and surgical
equip

'WPNS-7 indiv weapons
215 hand grenades

AMMO-20X75m RR Tounds
35x82nm mortar rounds
600 12.7a. rounds
60,000 7.62mm rounds
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r 3 NOVIMU(
1. OPDATIONS SUNMAYS

The biggest action of the day came late in the evening. The
1/9 Car Sqdn, which had once agaiA picked up attachment of the special
Forces C-I-D.G "Eagle Flight*, along with A Co 1/8 Car, moved its overationw
to the IDC CO C-I.D-0 camp and began a reconaissance in-force south along
the C-mbodian border to the CHU POM-IA MM3K complex. 3 troop, reinforced
by the rifle platoonz of A and C troops, and the BaSle ilight, established
a patrol/ambush base at YA 834061, where a five-ship landiug sone was
available. There, ambushes wars staked out at YA823071, 835071 and 834054.
It was at the latter location that blood was drawn. At 1930 hours this
southernmost ambush postion sighted a lae, heavily-laden I-V-A unit of
estimated company strength moving along an east-west trail. The colum
elected to take a break just 100 meters short of the ambush site and
loitered just outside the killing zone for a full hour-and-a-half. At

* 2100 hours the N-V-A unit formed up and moved confidently and noisily along
the trail to the vest. The platoon leader allowed the first element to
pass through and sprung the trap on the weapons platoon, vhove men were
carrying machire guns, mortars and recoilless rifles. At 2105 hours eight
Claymore mines set along a 100-meter kill zone belched fire and steel and
troopes blazed away with M-16's for two minutes. Simultaneously, Claymore's
sited both up and down the trail pumped death into thf enem column. There
was no return fire. (Wositions at the time of the ambush depicted in In-
closure 8).

The ambush patrol returned quickly to the patrol base and helped
establish a perimeter defense. The perimeter was assaulted at 2230 hours
by an estimated two to three companies of enemy troops. The patrol base
leader had called in his other outposts, but elected to leave the "Eagle
Flight" personnel outside the perimeter for the night rather than risk
trying io get them in during a firefight at night when recognition might
be difficult. (The Eagle Flight wore different uniforms and, of course,
spoke Vietnamese and Montegnard). At midnight the perimeter was under
heavy seige and in grave danger of being overrun, but reinforcements were
on the way. (Inclosure 9)

In other actions iz. the battle area, the 1/8 Cay (-) continued to
sec :re the division logistic baae at CAMP HOLLOWAY and was alerted to
prepare to reinforce the 1/9 Cay battle area at first light on 4 NO.

The rifle companies of 2/12 Ca- continued search and deetroy oper-
*, ations in the vicinity of OBJR;TIVE-H (ZA061056) and discovered a large

quantity of medical supplies which were evacuated to PLEIKU. A company
mado contact with a N-V-A platoon at 1450 hours and killed one. The[ battalion CP and D company remained at ZA073222.

2/8 Cay was at CAVALAIR with C company closing by air at 1652
hours. B company sived by foot to ZA032037 and A 2/8 moved to Position
PARIS (YA025057), closing at 1405 hours.

The 1/12 Car continued to operdte in the vicinity of CHARGER CITY
and evacuated another 250 refugees from PLEI XOUN. C company moved to

an intermediate L-Z then moved northeast to MISSISSIPPI (ZAO60155). B

company was lifted to a L-Z at ZA076190 and then moved to TEXAS (ZA082167).
A company made a similar air and ground move to OKLAIIOML (ZA102169).
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2. TASK ORGANIZkflONs

1lVT BRIGA]X DIVISION
No change excepvs No change

l229 ATc element l

9replace 227 AH elteents.

3 . SELLIGE2%I SUMMARYs

The confidence of the newly-infiltrated 66th Regiment was ladly
shaken by the audacious ambush sprung by the Cavalry Squadron in the very
hearf of the CHU P1U(1-IA DR&I complex. The 8th battalion had gotten it-
self bloodied before it had been in country for two day and, by leiing a
prisoner, tipped off its presence in South Vietnam.

The 33d Regiment, meantime, vae stll trying to pull its bruised
and battered tail into the the CHU PO3 sanotuary. But it became just
another day of constant harrasment from the air and ground marked by *he
Loss of still more medical supplies and ammunition.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICSs

1RIE11LY LOSE ENEMY LOSSES
IL 4 Ik 73(EC7 37(1st)

WIL 30 W1 65 (gt)

NIL 0 VCC 1

EUIP-Several boxes of

medical supplies

WPNS-ix75m RR rifle
lx82ma mortar
1 barrel for 1 5"

AMMO-2,240 rds 7.62mm
am
34 grenades
3x82m mortar rounds
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4 NOVEMER
~1. OPERATIONS SUMARY:

With the original force in the ambush base established by B
Troop 1/9 Cay Sqdn insufficient to withstand the repeated assaults by
the aroused N-V-A battalion, it became necessary to effect an immediate
reinforcement. Shortly before midnight the rifle company standing by at
DUC CO, k !/8 Cav,was alerted for comittment into the ambush site, Since
the landing zone could handle only five ships at a time, it was decided
to rinforce by platoon. The first platoon was on the ground at 0040 hours,
followed by the remainder of the company in platoon lifts, closing by
0245 hours. It vas the first time that a perimeter under heavy fire had
beenrelieved at night by heliborne forces. It was also the first tie
the Aerial locket Artillery was employed at night and in very close support

(50wtera) of friendly positions. (Inclosure 10)

By dawn the attacks by the enes- had slackened and incoming fire had
diminished to occasional sniping from surrounding trees. At first light
the remainder of the 1/8 Cav began ving into the L-Z and the 1/8 Cay
assumed control of the position. Cay Squadron elements were extracted
on outgoing lift ships. (Inclosure 11)

The 1/8 Cay conducted search and destroy screens in the vicinity
of the L-Z until late afternoon, and then was lifted back to STADIUM
to secure the brigade b6ae. B 2/19 Arty was lifted to an L-Z at YA
841091 to support the 1/8 Caw, and was lifted from there to a position
vicinity of ZA173100.

For the 2/8 Cay, the day started routinely enough.,. B company began
invement toward Objective AMY (ZA040048), closing at 09501hours. At 0800
C 2/8 was airlifted east to an L-Z vicinity of ZA092092 to secure a
position for B/2/19 Arty and closed that area at 0855 hours. At 1130
hours Recon platoon was conducting search and destroy operations out of
CAVALAIR when it made contact with en estimated two companies of North
Vietnamese in the vicinity of ZA978050. Two platoons of A company were
committed to the fight at 1210 hours and continued pressure on the enemy.
Artillery and tactical air was called in and, after taking punishing
blows, the NM 4A force broke contact, leaving 12 captives and 4nKIA on the
battlefield. A large number of enemy dead were carried ,%way. Two
platoons of C company were recalled to relieve the A company elements,
which closed back into CAVALAIR for the night. B 2/19 Arty, meanwhile,
was directed from the 2/8 location ar.a sent further east.

At 0800 2/12 Caw began a sweep operation in Area POP with B and C
companies moving by foot and with A company airlifted to an L-Z at ZA
131030. B company made contact with a sizeable force of enemy soldiers
at ZA087066. The company, supported by artillery fire, maneuvered to
overcome the enemy by 1500 hours. The company uncovered a large arms cache
(ZA086065) and buried 7 N-V-A soldiers,

Working in Area SNAP, the 1/12 Cay remained in poqsition until the
afternoon. A company began n search and destroy operation toward Object-
ive ARKANSAS (ZAl3llB8). At 1625 hours C company commenced a search and
clear operation from ZA060152 to ZA048137. B company began movement at
1700 hours and closed for the n-ght at ZA082152. Battalion CP and D
company remained at ZA077214.
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2. TASK ORGAJIZATIONs

1ST BRIGAIK DIVISION
No Chang* No Change Except Add:

6/14 Arty ( (Prov)

3/18 Arty ()Pro)

1]' 3. 11TELLIGEE SUMhRYt

After failing to overrun US positions on the south bank oZ the
IA MANG, the 8th Battalion, 66th Regiment, broke off the attack and
pulled its dead and wounded back from the site of the engagement. The

it apparent discovery by Cavalry forces of a new N-V-A infiltration unit
dwould cause the FIELD FRONT to re-evaluate its tactical position and

begin looking for ways to counteract the continued pressure.

An immediate action was to order the 33d Regiment out of its
base at Hill 732, which it had hardly reached, and onto the eastern slopes
of CHU PONG in the vicinity of YA922010 with its battalions (when they
closed) to take up positions from Hill 732, down through ANTA Village
(940010) to the north bank of the IA NEUR (980000).

The fragmented bits and pieces of the regiment were still making
their way in a generally westward direction, clinging to stream beds,
utilizing all available concealment to avoid detection by the ever-present
Cavalry helicopters. There still was one unit reasonably intact---the
battalion that had acted as rear guard. Starting later and moving more
slowly than the rest, it was still east of main Cavalry positions.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

FRIENDLY LOSSES ENEMY LOSSES
KIA 10 KIA - 39(BC) 55(Est)

WIA 34 WIA - 47 (Est)

1IA 0 VCC - 21

EqUIP - 2 night light
devices

4 recoilless rifle
sights
4 mortar sights

WPNS - 15 rifles

2x82= mortars

3X75= recoilless
rifles
4xAR (Chicom)
lxlight machine gun
I flare pistol

AMMO - 100,000 rgwds

7,62 ammo destroyed in
place
20,000 rounds 7.62 ammo
evac
63x82ma mortar rounds
45x81 mortar rounds
44x75" RR rounds
19 hand grenades
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5 N EMBU

1. (OUATION SUiMARYs

The lot Brigude continued to maintain pressure on the sna in
areas SNP, CRACKLJ and POP in a maneuver designed to squeeze the N¥-A
forces into a nutcracker.

In the 2/8 Cav sector (CRACXLE) A company moved by air at 1000 hours
from CAVALAIR to PARIS (ZA025057) and bonducted search and destroy oper-
ations in that sector. The one platoon remaining of C company joined the
company in a search of the 4 November battle area (YA978058). At 1415
iours Charlie company started movement toward Position AMY (ZA042046) by
foot, but were picked up enroute and moved by air to FALCON (Zh021031).
B company moved north from AMY on foot to a position at ZA045068. The
battalion CP, D company and supporting artillery closed on FAIWON at 1800
hours.

2/12 Car continued operations in POP, and, more particularly, in the
vicinity of the arm cache (ZAOe8664) that had yielded considerable quant-
ities of arm and amunition. There was so much materiel at this site,
in fact, that it took until 1500 hours of 5 November, to complete the
evacuation. The battalion coiled for the night with the companies well
dispersed in the battalion area,

The 1/12 Ca, conducted search and destroy operations .n area SNAP
with A company moving south to ZA062123. By 1800 hours, however, all
units had halted for the night and established company bases. The CP
was located at ZA082154.

The 1/8 Cay (-) continued to secure the brigade forward CP at
STADIU$ for the entire period with one company maintaining a 30-minute
alert as a brigade rapid reaction force.
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2. TASX ORGANIZATION:

IST BRIGAU DIVISION
No Change No Change except:

Detach C-I-D-G Ele Flight

3. INTELLIGINCI SUMMARY:

The day brought little change to the intelligence picture. The

66th Regiment continued to close into assembly areas in the CHU PONG
sanctuary and the 33d Regiment waited for its shattered forces vo rejoin
the parent unit. The 32d Regiment and FIELD FRONT, meanwhile, :emained
untouched and untroubled north of the IA DRAU and adjacent to the
Cambodian frontier.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICSs

FRIENLY LOSSES ZK&MY LOSSES
KIA 5 KIA. 4 l8 (Et)

wIA 3 WIA -19 (Et)

MIA 0 VCC- 3
EQUIP - None

WPIS - None

AMMO 7 grenades

2 magazines of 7.62 amDO

4i -
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6 NVMW

1. OPmEMIONS SUMMARYs

As in other previous actions, the day began routinely enough.
2/8 Car reamaimed in its overnight positions until 0730 when C company
began movng zom FALCON toward Position SUE (Z7020058)o B company
began platoon search and clear operations to the west of its position
(ZAO45066) and at 1000 hours a platton made contact with an estimated
squad of enemy. (Inclosure 12'. Contact was broken by the N-V-A
immediately and the platoon pressed on. By 1200 hours all elemento
of the company had hit what appeared to be an entrenched enivmy company
a.d became heavily engaged.

The fire fight increased in intens-ty and some elements of 3
company were pinned down and enexy fires were hindering efforts at
consolidation and aerial rocket artillery and tactical air strikes
were called in to support the B company effort, As the platoons continued
to attack, the enemy made a determined effort to split two of the attacking
platoons. This was repulsedv but the N-VYA unit 9 now believed to be at
least a battalion, began to surround B companyo (Inclosure 13)

C company, which had been enmoute to SUE, wes ordered to counter-
march and attack %he rear of the N..-SA element. The coupany moved by
foot through the dense jungle approaching a stream from the west. When
it crossed the stream tne company ca i up on the left rear of the enemy
uiit and then tried to worg to the northeast in an attempt to flank it.
C company then became heav~ij enig:ed as it began to press the attack.
Air and artillery strikes were called for in large numbers but neither
B or C company were able to build up enough fire powor from their own
positions to maneuver decisively against the N-V-A psoitions.

As darkness approache49 both friendly and enemy forcis began to

disengage C and B companies to prepare positions for the night and the
N-VYA to slip away. The enemy left forces in contact, however and
these elements continued fo pour at zaati: weapons fire into the Cavalry
positions. (Inclosure 14)

By 1900 hours C company linked up with B company and established
a defensive iie~'-t, it ZAO14Cj% and effected evacuation of dead and
wounded. Two plateons of A corpany were lifted into FALCON as reinforce-
ment, Sporadic sniper fire was received into the night, but there was
no further hea&;y engagement.

Meanwhilep 1/S Cay (,-) moved from STADIUM by helicopter to Position
RED (ZA148115) in order to prevent any enemy movement back to the east.

The 1/12 Cay remained in its overnight positions until daybreak at
which time companies continued search and destroy operations in area
SNAP. Units closed for the night with B company at ZA0650- A company
at ZA098108; C zcmpany at ZA059109/ and CP and D ompany (-) at ZA074214o

B Troop !/9 Cav Sqdn continued s-oreening operations and reconnaissance

on'the east and west flanks of the -e'gad,.
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2. TASK ORGANIZITION:

1ST BRIGAIK DIVISION (9
No Change so Change

3. IITELLIGENCE SUMMRY:

There was little change in the N-V-A situation as the 33d
Regiment still awaited closure of its rear guard battalion into the
regimental base. On the morning of the 6th the battalion was the only
cohesive fighting force the enemy had east of the IA DRAG. By night-
fall it had ceased to exist as an effective unit.

4. ACTIVITIES STATJSTICSs

FRIENDY LOSSES EEMY LOSSES

IL 26 IL - 77(BC)121(Est)

S 53 wIA - 2L7,1 (Et)

MIL 0 VCC - 1

EQUIP - 45 Indiv packs

and kits

WPMS - 3 heavy machine

guns
3 light machine guns
2 automatic rifles
23 carbines or assault A

rifles

1 rocket launcher
AMV0 - 10,000 rounds 7.62
ammo
2 anti personnel mines
100 hand grenades.
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7 NOVEMBER

-. o 1. OPERATIONS SUMMARYs

The lst Brigade commenced a movement designed to squeeze the
enemy into a nutcracker. 2/8 moved to and occupied Position A (ZA02806O)
to (Z&029071); 2/12 Cay moved to and occuppied blocking Position B (ZA
061067) to (ZA061058); and the 1/12 Cav attacked to seize Objective MAPLE
(7A040075).

2/8 Cay was in position at 1100 hours with B and C companies. Both
units remained in position until just before dark at which time they moved
to Position WING (ZA031061) where they remained for the night. A company
remained on FALCON, along with D company and the CP.

2/12 Cay moved by helicopter to Position B, closing at 1255 hours.
Ccmpanies A and C occupied their positions until 1515 hours when both
units began shifting to the south to keep the blocking position on the
east flank of the attacking battalion.

The 1/12 Car conducted an attack toward MAPLE at 0805 with B and C
companies. The battalion was then directed to move through MAPLE and pass
between /8 and 2/12 Cav and pursue the withdrawing enemy. Boundaries
were adjusted accordingly. Retreating small NoV-A units were hit during
the movement.

At 1430 hours A 1/12 was airlifted to an L-Z at ZA028088, and B and
C companies continued movement south toward Position WING where they re-
mained overnight. D company and the CP did not moro

The 1/8 Cav, meanwhile, had no action at its position and after the
main action was completed to the west, began moving from RED to the AN
KHE base. The move was not completed until the following day.
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2. TASK ORGANIZATION:

IST BRIGAIN DIVISIO1
No Change No Change

3. INTELLIGENCE SUORYs

In the CHO PONG sanctuary the depleted 33d Regiment licked its
wounds and waited for its stragglers to cowe in. The remainder of FIELD
FRONT forces were quiet.

In the battle area there we diminishing activity. One N-V-A soldier
surrendered with a safe-conduct pass.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICSs

FRIENDLY LOSSE ENEMY LOSSES
KIA 0 KIA-9(BC) 19 (Est)

WIA 2 WIA-48 (Et)

MIA 0 VCC-12

EQUIP-None

WINS-8 automatic rifles
5 carbines
1 heavy machine gun
1 light machine gun

AMMO-55 hand grenades
4 Claymore mines
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The Ist Brigade continued search and destroy operations in its
sector while preparing for relief by the 3d Brigade. This included
movement of jineurer elements out of the battle area while still main-

; raining press-ure on the sezeyo

Lii

' 1/12 Cay began operations with C comnoy I moving southwest from

WIGto MA993051. k company moved by helicopter to an L-Z in the
vicinity of Z-980053. Several smal unit contacts were made by both
companies during the day. At MOD, B compny left one platoon see
WING and moved to FLCOd. 1/12 unite cloed into FALCOp where they re-
mained for the night.

2/12 Car commenced movement toward FALCON at 0700 hour, closing at
1125 hours, where the entire battalion remained overnight.

1/8 Cay cgn ted its inveent from RED to AN te.

2/8 Cat moved fro FALCON to STADIU and assued the mission of
defending the Brigade forward CP.

B Troop 1/9 Ca continued to screen and recow-by-fire to the flanke
of the brigade, with particular emphasis on the area to the est and

south of FALCON.
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2. TASK OGAJULTIO i

in? 311013 DIVISION
No Change 116 Change

9 3. ITELLIGENCE SWARTs

Only fragmented units and stragglers ewemined east of the CHU
PO1 - IA DUNG complex s& the 33d Regiment began to assess its losses.

Friendly intelligence at this point still was not really sure that
the entire 33d Regiment withdrew to the west. One prisoner taken at

the M stated positively tiat after the battle his unit was to
walk for two nights month and east. In addition, ther" was strong

suspicion that elements of the 32d Regiment may have slipped off to
the east after the ambush. By this time Field Force Vietnam had asked
the division to consider moving its operations east of PLEI ME if it
appeared %hat was no further contact iminent in the westo

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICSs

FRIENDLY LOSSE ENEMY LOSSES

NIL 0 !9A-2(3c 1-0(1st)

jIL 5 WIA-23 (Ent)

MIL 0 VCC- 7

W1N,-1 light machine
gun
1 carbine

2 assault rifles
1 rocket launcher

AM)O-2 hand grenades

1
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1. OPERATIONS SUWARY%
let Brigade conmrred mcveme.t of its comn-d post from STADIUM

to AN KH,yieldi*control of all units left in the field to the 3d Brigade,
which moved its forward CP to STADIUM. The time of changeover yas 1100
hours.

. anwhile, 2/12 Cay moved for FALCON to CAMP HOLLOWAIY to prepare

for mz-ement to AN KE,

2/8 Cay remained at STADIUM during the day,

1/12 Cav remained at FALCON, running small patrols out from the
base during the day and securing artillery units there.

4
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2. TASK ORGANIZATION:

IST BRIGAX 3D XtIGAZ DIISION
HUC 1st Cay RM 3d Bde Tw ]D-T-O-C
B Troop, 1/9 Cy 2/8 Ca(-)(091100 229 AND
A Cop 8th ig Nor) 228 ASED
1st Pit, 545 AP' Co 1/12 Cav(091100 Iloy' 17th kmn Co
Sig Spt Tap 13th Sig 2/12 Cav(091100 Now)
Tap 54th Inf Det C 1/9 Car Sqdn
To, 16th RRU C 8th Eng
IPW/CI To, 191 MI 1/7 Car
Det 1/21 Arty

C 2/20 Arty (ARA)
6/14 Arty (Prov)
i/19 Arty(-)(091100 Jov)
3d Pit, 545 MP
Sig Spt Ta, 13th Sig Bn
IPW/CI Tm, 191 MI Det
Tm, 10th RRU
Tap 54th Inf Det
3d i-s-uC (091100 Jov)

3. INTELLIGENCE SUMHARYs

The 33d Regiment gathered in the last of its organic units and
began to count noses. There were many missing. The regimental muster
brought these casualty figures a

UNITS* APPRCK STRENGTH PERCNRIT OR
A'PRIOR TOQ PLEI ME NUMBER OF

CASUALTIES
IST ATTALION 500 33% KIL
2D BATTALION 500 500 KIA
3D BATTALION 500 33% KIcr
RBGT MORTAR COMPANY 120 50 KIA
REGT ANITI ACF1T COMPANY 150 60% KIA
REGT SIGNAL COMPANY 120 4 KIA-16 MIA
REGT TRANSPORT COMPANY 150 50% IAl
REGT MEDICAL COMPANY 40 6V?: KIA or MIA
REGT ENGINEER COMPANY 60 15 KIA or MIA

*Does not include Regimental 75mm Company. Figure were not available or

In total9 the headcount showed 890 men of the original 29200 killed,
with more than 100 missing and still more suffering from incapacitating
wounds. Materiel losses were also heavy with the Regimental Anti-Air-
craft company losing 13 of its 18 guns and the Regimental mortar company
losing 5 of its 9 tubes. Six more mortars were lost by the battalions,
along with most of the recoilless rifles. The ammunition, food and medical
supply losses also had been crippling.

At FIELD FRONT headquarters north of the IA DRANG, it was a day of
sit.,rition analysis. Incl 15 depicts the intelligence Ticture sat it
appeared to commanders on 9 Nov.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICSg

FRIENDLY LOSSES ENEMY LOSSES
KIA 0 KIA 0

WIA. 4 VIA 0

MIA 0 VQC 2

WP NS 0
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The 3d Brigade continued to move fresh maneuver elements into
the battle area, replaciug old units and laying out the ground work for
a systematic search op -.tion in the area north, east and south of PLRI
). Bach battalion wa" to have an area and conduct careful search anddestroy operations in sector.

2/8 Cas ehtd the Brigade CP until 0800 and began movement to AN
Kill closing by 1900.

1/7 Cay moved by return flight to STADIUM and began moving imed-
-iately into Area WITE for search and destroy operations.

2/12 Ca remained at CAM HOLLOWAY with one comrp=y on one hour
alert.

1/12 Cay had a small ripple of action at FALCON, wounding two a-¥A
and capturing another with a safe conduct pass on his person. The battal-
ion began moving to HOMfCOING, closing with the artillery elements at
1645 hours.

C Troop, 1/9 Cay Sqdn screened the eastern flank of the brigade. I
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2. TASK ORGAIZLION:

3D BRIGAIN DIVISION
No Change excepts No Change

Detach 2/8 Cay 102300 NOT

3. INTALLIGEWrE SUMIET:

There was litile or no change in the situation as the trans-
ition between brigades continued. The movement and shift -in emphasis
from vest to east was to further stimulate a forthcoming deci3ion from
the k-V-U division headquarters.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

YRIENDLY LOSSES ENEMY LOSSES
KIA 0, KIA 3

WIA 1 WIA 2

MIL 0 VCC 1

WNS 0

EQUIP 0

1

?-
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11 NOV' ! !

1. O(ATIONS SUNKRY:

1/12 Ca, continued search operations in Area OW without
contact. 3 and D companies moved to SADIUM to provide brigade security.

- 1/7 Caw continued to operate in Ar" WRITE using squad-sise

saturation patrolling techniques.

" " 2/5 Ca, closed STADIUM from AN KHR and was imediately air-
lifted to Area RED to begin search and destroy operations. The

-. battalion closed at 1500 hours.

2/12 Cav was lifted back to Al KU base.

C 1/V9th Car Sqdn continued screening and reconaissance miceions.

129I
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2. TASK ORGANIZATION:

3D BRIGAI DIVISION

No Change except: No Change

Attach 2/5 Cay

Detach 2/12 Cay

3. ITELLIGENCE SUMIAR Y

FIELD FRONT headquarters, after evaluating the situation, had
reached a decision. With American units seemingly withdrawing to the east
of PLEI M, the decision was to attempt to regain its early advantage
with an attack. The target me again was the PLEI KA C-I-D-G Camp. The
division headquarters set the date for attack at 16 November, and issued
orders to its three regiments.

'The 32d Regipent, of course, reaained a eohoive fighting force s

despite the casualties sustained during the embusti of the A-R-V-N: Armored
Task Force on the road to PLEI M.

The 33d, as has been seen, suffered tremendous losses in its
attack of and subsequent withdrawal from PLEI ME, but it still was to be
committed again. With a view toward its future committment, the 33d's
cadre began reorganization of the depleted battalions into a composite
fighting unit.

The real cutting edge for the attack, however, was the newly
infiltrated 66th Regiment, fresh from North Vietnam and spoiling for a
fight. It would be in the v of the three regimental effort against

The disposition of the 66th on 11 November had its three battalions,
the 7th, 8th and 9th, strung along the north bank of the IA IRANG (center
of mass Vic 9104).

The 33d Regiment still maintained its positions vicinity ANTA Village
(YA9400lo).

The 32d Regiment was still north of the IA DRANG (YA820070).

To add punch to the attack, FIELD FRONT also decided to commit a
battalion of 120mm mortars and a battalion of 14.5mm twin-barrel anti-

aircraft guns. These two units were enroute down the infiltration trail

and were scheduled to arrive in time for the attack, The next five days
were to be spent in preparation for and movement to the attack,

Thus, for the first time, a full N-V-A division would be committed
offensively against a target in South Vietnam,

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICSs

FRIENDLY LOSSES ENEMY LOSSES
KIA 0 No significant ground

contact
WIA 2

NIA 0
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12 NOVEMBER

1. OPERATIONS SUMMARY:

2/5 Cay conducted squad-size patrols in Area RED and discovered
numerous punji stakes on trails. Pay War teams conducted orientations
in local villages.

1/7 Cay continued small unit search and destroy operations in Area
WHITE with no contact.

1/12 Cay and 2/19 Arty (-) moved back to AN KHE base.

C 1/9 Cay Sqdn continued screens of the brigade flanks.

2/7th Cay arrived from AN KHE and was airlifted to three Landing
Zones south of PLUI ME in the vicinity of CHU DON Mountain to begin
search and destroy operations in that area.

The most significart action came almost at the day was ended. At
2323 hours, an estimated battalion sized force of either N-V-A or Main
Farce VIET CONG staged a violent attack on the Brigade base at STaDIUM.
Nearly 100 rounds of 82mm and 60,- mortar shells were pumped into brigade
position in addition to a heavy volume of small arms and automatic weapons
fire. The attack was concentrated against engineer positions, the aviation
refueling complex and the brigade command post. By a few minutes After

midnight the attack had been beaten off and all firing ceased. Fore than
100 demolition charges were recovered when the attack area was acreened.

Yeoman duty was performed by the aerial rocket artillery ships that
were .aagered at STADIUM, All seven aircraft were airborne within five
minutes after the attack started and it was their combined fires that
stopped the mortar attacks.

1
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2. TASK ORiGANIZATION:

No Change except$ No Change

Attach 2/7 Cav

Detach 1/12 Cay

Detach 2/19 Arty(-

3. IIITMLIGNE SUMMY:

FIELD FRONT units continued preparations and rehearsals for
the scheduled attack on PLEI MR.

There was little or no activity in the area where maneuver elements
were operating.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

FRIENILY LOSSES ENMY LOSSES
KIA 7 YIA-6(BC) 22(Eat)

VIA 23 VIA-No eat

BIA 0 VCC-O0

WPNS- 0

EQUIP-100 demolition

charges
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: i1. WEATI0NS SUM RYs

The 3d Brigade continued its search and destroy missions in
the zone east of PLZI ]M, but set the stage for a sudden thrust tA th
west by pre-positioning artillery.

2/.5 Cay air assaulted to L-Z FALCCN (ZAO21O31) and established an
". artillery base with no opposition.

1/7 Car moved by air from Area WITE to Area MAROON and established
compan patrol bases without opposition. B.Co was detached and sent to
STADIUM to assist in security of the brigade base.

2/7 Car continued search and destroy operations in Area BLUE mouth

11 C 1/9 Cay Sqdn continued to screen the brigade's flanks.

II
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2. MAK ORGANIZAIONs

3D BRIGAU -NVISIOW
No Cheag No ChrIt.

3- INTIL LIGNIC E*UiXKfft i

FIE.D IR01! forces began staging in the CHU P03,-IA DRE area
in preparation for uovment to PLII M and the projected 16 November "
attack. Sow. recon parties and transportation tmite already had moved
out.

In the east, hovever, there was niu contact.

4. ACTIVITIN STA!ISTIC s

lillt LOSSS E LOSSES

KLk 0 No significant enemy ground

contact.
WIA 2

MA
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14 NOVEBE

Few units that have a rendezvous with destiny have an inkling
of their fate until the historical moment touches them. So it was with I;

*:? the 1/7 CaT on the mrning 3f 14 November. It was to be a routine Cper- r
ation, in so far as any operation deep in enemy territory can be routine.
B company had moved back to the battalion positions near PLI M3 to prepare
for the lengthy airlift into an area adjacent to the CHU PONGS.

At 1050 hours the firetcompany, Bravo, had landed at L-Z X-RAY (YA
935010) and by 1210 hours, the bulk of the battalion had closed. With
C company securing the L-Z, B company was moved north and west toward a
finger extending down from the CHU PONG hill mass. At 1245 hours the
company became moderately engaged and by 1330 hours was being attacked by
at least two companies of N-V-A infantry. The waserly gldateen,;s 3
company was cut off in the violence of the first enemy assault and retained
an isolated island of resistance until it was retreived the following day.

Simultaneously vith the engagement of B company, a few rounds of mortar
fire began to fall on the L-Z and on B company. Rocket fire also was
experienoiin several sectors. k company was moved up to the left flank of
B company nd imediately became engaged with a company-sized N-V-A force
that was driving toward Bravo's left rear. Fire was then coming into the
landing zone itself, and aircraft bringing in the balance of the battalion
had to be waved off. Thus far, all the action had occurred vo the qst
and northwest of the L-Z in heavy jungle and tall grass. (Inclosure 16)

Then C company, which had moved off the L-Z to the east was attacked
by a two-company force of enemy. Elements from D company were moved to
reinforce and, combined with the tactical air, aerial and tube artillery
support called to within a 100 meters of friendly positions, the attack
was beaten off and the eastern portion of the L-Z then became secure and
relatively free of fire.

In learning of the intensity of the fight, the brigade commander
alerted B co, 2/7 Cav, which originally had been slated for brigade
security duty at STADIUM, to move directly to L.RAY.

The remainder of the 1/7 battalion, including the Recon Platoon,
landed by 1500 hours and were fed into positions on the eastern-fringe of
the landing zone. Attempts to retrieve the isolated platoon by Bravo and
a platoon of Alpha company had failed and both companies were instructed
to pull back and tighten up their interior lines. (Inclosure 17). Corn-
unication was miintained with the isolated platoon throughout the fight.
By then it was apparent that the battalion had engaged a force of at least
600 men.

By 1800 hours B 2/7 Car landed in the L-Z and intially was placed in
reserve as a battalion reaction force. Later, one platoon of B 2/7 re-
inforced C 1/7 and the recon platoon was pulled back to join the reaction
force. The perimeter for the night of 14 November was generally as
depicted in lInclosure 18.

Throughout the night the N-V-A attempted to crack the perimeter of
the isolated platoon, but intensive artillery protective fires that ringed
the position broke up every attack. The main perimeter was also subjected
to epeated probes, and these too were repulsed. The two artillery batteries
at FALCON pumped more than 4,000 rounds of high explosive in close support
of N-RAY. Tactical air flew missions throughout the night and the Air
Force flare ship maintained constant illuination of the battle area. Pilots
of the lift ships braved the dangers of the fire-swept L-Z to bring in rein-
forcements and re-supply and carry out wounded and dead.

Meanwhile, brigade had alerted the 2/5 Car for committment ,o X-RAY.
The battalion extracted two companies from patrol positions south If FALCON
and flew them to L-Z VICTOR (YV964994), with the CP and D company moving in
from FALCON. 141
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3 oogmay, on a search mission north of FALCON, fell Uck to that position
at night fall and was prepared to join the battalion at first light. The
battalion was to move by foot into X-RAY the next morning.

2/7 Cay continued its operations south of PLU M, with C oompany
and D company, while A company was moved to STADIUM to be a reaction force
for the night.

C Troop, 1/9 Cay Sqdn made visual reconnaissance of the imediate
battle area in an effort to pinpoint movement of N-V-k forces. -

2. TASK ORGANI IONt

3D BRIGAU DIVISION
No Change Ro Change

3. INTMLLIGIMCE SUNN&RYs

Some of FIELD nON!'. assault .elements had gotten under way before
dawn on the 14th, bound for PLEI )Z. At noon, when Cavalry helicopters dig-
gorged troopers at the foot of the CHU POpabsolute auprise had been ach-
ieved. Instead of launching a divisional alack on PLEI NE and possibly
regaining tactical initiative, the N-V-A division found itself engaged in a
struggle to defend its own base.

The CHU PONG mountains and IA MRANG valley long had been a sanctuary
for the VIET CONG and N-V-A forces. It wai one of the numerous so-called
"secret" bases which provided the insurgents with a secure area in which
tostore supplies, conduct training, carry out administrative functions,
manufacture and upair arms and equipment and provide an operating base

'I for combat units.

Since 1954 at the latest no Vietnamese government units had penet-
rated the CHU PONG massif. Undisturbed, VIET CONG units had enjoyed
years of safety in the mountains and their sheltered valleys. It was from
the sanctuary and the supply bases in the IA DRANG valley that FIELD FRONT
and the 32d and 33d Regiments had moved on PLEi ME on 19 October. Now the
sancturary was threatened.

Reacting swiftly to the Cavalry landings, FIELD FRONT ordered the 66th
Regiment to attack the landing zone. Strong elements of the regiment were
established on the ridgeline overlooking the landing zone to provide a base
of fire. The 9th and 7th battalions of the 66th and a composite battalion
of the 33d (formerly the 2d and 3d battalions) provided the initial assault
forces.

The attacks cam in, company and multi-company force and were pressed
with great determination. They continued throughout the day and into the
night. Despite the elan of the attacks, the regiments were unable to over-
run the position. The attacking elements tried to maintain as close contact
as possible, not only to exert the maximum pressure, but also to prevent
tactical air and artillery from being used to help the defenders. Despite
this tactic, US aircraft slashed repeatedly at the N-V-A ranks, coming with-
in 100 meters of the Cavalry's front lines. Mrderous artillery barrages
were called in very close to friendly lines, breaking up the attacks and
taking a terrible toll of men ad equipment.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

FRIENDLY LOSSES ENEMY LOSSES
KIA 6 Because of the intensity

and continuity of the
Wi 49 action, the enemy losses

will be summarized on the
BIA 0 report of the 16th.
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15 NOVEMBERj
*"1. OPERATIONS SUM kYs

Unlike other days in the campaign, this one began and ended with

violence. At first light the companies in the perimeter sent recon parties
to screen a distance of about 200 meters -n front of their positions. At
0650 hours, the two left platoons of C company (one the south and southeasmt)
began receiving heavy fire. A N-V-A force of more than two companies were
thrusting at that portion of the perimeter. Despite intensive air strikes,
tube and aerial rocket artillery missions, the enemy elements closed to
hand-to-hand combat range of C company. While this violent combat was en-
suing9 the east portion of the L-Z also came under heavy attack. This was
at about 0715 hours. D company had the task of stopping the N-V-A attack
and did so with the aid of the air strikes and artillery. At about 0800,
the A company sector to the south and west came under attack and grazing
fire criss-crossed the perimeter and landing zone. Although A 2/7 Cay
was poised to come in by chopper the L-Z was too hot at the time. (attacks
and positions depicted in Inclosure 19)

The portion of B company 2/7 Cay that had been held in reserve was
committed to the C 1/7 sector to throw back the enemy assault. The front
lines were marked by colored smoke and air strikes and tube artillery
strikes were brought to within 50 meters of the trace. The curtain of
steel finally broke the back of the attack, leaving the field strewn with
N-V-A bodies, By 0900 the fire into the landing zone itself had slackened
to the extent that it was possible to air land A 2/7 Cay and throw the
reinforcements into key defensive positions. (Inclosure 20)

Help was on the way in the form of the 2/5 Cay9 moving by foot from
L-Z VICTOR across the ridgeline to the southeast of X-RAY and into the
perimeter, scooping up two prisoners along the way. (Inclosure 21)

The battalion closed at 1245 hours and immediately was given the
mission of sweeping to the northwest to spring loose the isolated platoon
of B 1/7 Cav The attacking echelon included A and C companies of 2/5
Cay and B 1/7 Cay. The surrounded platoon was reached without undue
opposition and all forces returned to the perimeter by 1600 hours. (Inclosure
22)

The forces in I-RAY all under operational control of the Commanding
Officer 1/7 Cay then formed a tight perimeter for the night.(Inclosure 23)

The remainder of the night was marked by repeated small unit proles of the
perimeter that were of little or no consequence in context with the major
enemy effort of the day. The N-V.A had thcown his best into a m.jor effort
that morning and had failed.

The 3d Brigade continued to reinforce and support the battle at*X-RAY.
The 2/7 Cay (-) was moved first to L-Z MACON (YA935052) to provide an
artillery base, but found the soil unsuitable. The artillery position,
manned by B 1/21 Arty and the 2/7 Cay (-) moved to L-Z COLUMBUS (YA974036).

Meanwhile the 1/5 Cay (-) closed at STADIUM and A 1/5 Cay was air-
lifted to COLUMBUS to reinforce 2/7 Caw, which already had provided two
companies to the cauldron at I-RAY. B and C companies 1/5 Cay went to
FALCON to provide security for artillery units there.

C Troop, 1/9 Cay Sqdn continued screening and reconaissance missions
in the IA DRANG valley and D Troop secured the brigade base at STADIUM.

The Air Force9 during the first crucial 40 hours at X-RAY had tactical
air oons-antly on station with a fighter-bomber on a target run on an aver-
age of one every 15 minutes throughout the period.

Tube artillery fired more than 6v000 rounds of high explosive into
the defense perimeter area and aerial artillery contributed nearly 2,000
rockets to the fire barrier
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C-47 (Chinooks) of the 228th SHB flew contiuous re-supply miss.ons

into FALCON and COLUMBUS to keep the artillery in shells, and the lift
ships of the 229th ARB flew medical evacuation and re-supply in and out of ( )
the beseiged landing zone throughout the period, in most cases at grave
risk to pilots and crewo

2. TASK GIGAJIZATIONs

3D BEIGADI DIVISION
No Change except: No Change.

Add 1/5 Cay

Add D 1/9 Cay SqdxL

3. INTaLIGNCE SU3HARYs

Despite the heavy losses sustained on the 14th, the N-V-A
division headquarters ordered continuation of the attacks on the little
position at the foot of the mountaiib The 7th and 9th Battalions of the
66th had been bearing the brunt of the assaults along with what was left
of the 33d. The 8th Battalion of the 66th was moved south *on its position
north of the IA IANG to bring pressure aginst the eastern firnge of the
L-Z. And FIELD FRONT summoned the H-15 Main Force VIET CONI Battalion from
an assembly area well south of the battle area.

'Tho N-V-A eifort unquestionably was hampered by the unexplained
delay in getting the heavy mortar and heavy anti-aircraft battalions off
the infiltration trail and into the battle zone. Neither has there been
an explanation for the failure to commit the 32d Regiment which apparently
held its positions 12-14 kilometers to the northwest on the north bank of
the IA M]RANG.

The 15th also marked the introduction of a new weapon by the American
forces and one which struck terror in the hearts of even the most hardened
enemy soldier. Shortly after noon a large area in the vicinity of YA8702
suddenly erupted with hundreds of thunderous explosions that moved acnos
the ground like a giant carpet being unrolled. The P-52 bombers had struck.
For the neAt five days the big bombers systematically worked over large
areas of the CHU POG Nassif. The N-V-A soldiers lived inhbar of these
attacks becaube they believed each raid covered a 20 kilometer area and they
were told that ordinary trenches and foxholes were of no protection.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

FRIENDLY LOSSES ENEMY LOSSES
XIA 67 Summary of all losses

on the recapitulation
WIA 68 of the 16th.

MIA 0
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16 NOVEMBER

1. OPERATIONS SUM1WIY:

At appoximately 0400 hours, the N-V-A infantry began light
probing attacks rt various places on the perimeter with elements ranging
from squad to platoon strength. At 0430 hours a two company attack was

directed against the southeast portion of the perimeter, now manned by
B 2/7 Caw. This was beaten back by small arms and artillery fires under
illumination provided by "Smokey" the Air Force flare ship. A second
attack by a company-sized element also was repulsed. At 0600 a company-
sized assault was directed against the northeast portion of the L-Z, manned
by elements of the 2/5 Cay. It too was smashed by accurate defensive fires.
At 0627 still another attack was launched from the north, and again without
success. (Inclosure-24)

At 0655, all positions in the perimeter opened up with small arms
and machine guns. They systematically sprayed trees, bushes and anthills
to their front. This had the salutory effect of prematurely triggering
a 40-man N-V-A assault element directly in front of A 2/7 Cay. The unit
had been creeping forward, using high grass and bushes for concealment.
The technique also accomplished its primary function by bringing down
several snipers that had climbed trees close to the perimeter during the
night.

At 0910 hours, all units began a sweep to their front to a depth
of about 500 aeters, utilizing covering artillery fire, and policed up
the battle area. The first elements of 2/7 (-) with A 1/5 Cay attached
began closing into X-RAY after a foot movement from COLUMBUS. The
battalion completed its move by 1200 hours, and at 1400 hours, the 1/7
Cay, plus B 2/7 Cav and a platoon of A 2/7 Cay were relieved on station
and xjved by helicopters to CAW HOLLOWAY for rest and reorganization.

Sporadic siiper fires marked the rest of the day at X-RAY and both
the 2/5 and 2/7 battaliors made plans for movement out of the area on the
following day. T"he L-Z was located slcng the path of a projected target
area for a B-52 strike and it was necessary to move the units outside a
three kilometer safety limit.

To reinforce the units in the battle area, the remaining units of
the 1/5 Cay moved by chopper to COLUMBUS, where that battalion remained
over night

The 1/9 Cay Sqdn elements continued close surveillance of the
battlefield and the routes leading into it and, early in the af;ernoon,
one of its scout-gun ships (UH-lB) was tiot down in the jungle north of
the IA MANG. Heavy fire from the area prevented the immediate recovery
of the ship and the crew was carried as missing.
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2. TASK ORGAJIZA!IONs

3D BRIGAD DIVISION
4 No rhange No Change )

3- INTELLIGENCE SUmoRt

Early on the morning of the 16th, the N-¥-£ elements had
another go at X-RAY---and again there was a blood bath. The nu' was
too tough to crack. But if this position was too strong, what about

the artillery bases, from whence came so much of the N-V-A misery?
Might they not be less well protected? Strong elements were set under
way toward both COLUMBUS and FAILON. These included portions of the
66th Regiment and the H-15 VIET CONG Battalion.

Also, once the attacks on I-RAY were broken off, a general move-
ment of units began north and west along the base of the mountain and
in the IA DRANG valley.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

FRIENDLY LOSSES ENEMY LOSSES
KIA 6 (79 Cumulative) (14-15-16 Cumulative)

KIA -834 (BC) 1,215 (Et)
WA 8 (125 Cumulative)

WIA -No estimates made

MIA 0 (0 Cumulative)

VCC -6

WPNS & EQUIPMENT DESTROYED IN WPNS & EQUIP EVACUATED:
POSITION: Assault carbines 54
Crew Served and Indiv Wpns 100 Assault rifles 57
Anti Tank Rockets 9 Automatic rifles 17
Hand Grenades 300-400 Heavy machine guns 4
Assorted 7.62mm Ammo 7,000 rounds Rocket launchers 5
Entrenching Tools 100-150 Pistols 2
Assorted Packs, Uniforms, etc. 82mm Mortars 2

Medic Kits 6
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17 NOVEMBE

1. OPERATIONS SUMMARYt

For the first time in the Vietnamese conflict, Strategic Air
strikes were to be used in direct support of the ground scheme of maneuver
The strikes of the past two days had been in a supporting role, but today
the ground forces would be moving in direct relation to the impending strike.

Accordingly, both battalions still occupying the landing zone, 2/5 Cav
and 2/7 Cay, moved off with a mission to sweep to the north, with the 2/5 Ca,
inclining slightly to the east and heading for COLUMBUS. The 2/7 Cay,
which was minus its B company and a platoon of its A company, but rein-
forced by A 1/5 Cav, was to follow the 2/5 Ca, long enough to put a 3,000
meter saftey margin between it and the B-52 target area, then was to a iep
to the west and northwest toward a map location that appeared it would ake
a possible landing zone. The map location (YA945043) was named ALBANY.

The 2/5 Caw closed at COLUMBUS at 1140 hours without incident.

The 2/7th Caw was about to undergo it ordeal by fire. The battalion
set out behind the 2/5 with A company 2/7 in the lead, utilizing the
battalion Recon platoon in lieu of its own missing platoon; followed by

C company, D company, CP group. At the rear of the ba*.tioncolumn was

A 1/5 Ca,. (See Inclosure 25 for route of march and formations)

After clearing the 3,000 meter limit, the battalion swung westerly

and made its way through the dense jungle toward ALBANY. About 300-500
meters short of its objective area, the lead element captured two prisoners
without any resistance. As the lead element passed through the clearing

that was to become ALBANY, it began receiving extremely heavy fire from its
left and right front and from its right flank. Initial surprise had gone

to the enemy, but the troops of the battalion reacted quickly and cour-
ageously. The fight quickly became a general melee as each individual
fought his personal battle.

The brunt of the flanking move by the N-V-A was borne by C and D
companies, and in some cases the enemy thrust penetrated through the ranks

of the column. D company and part of the headquarters element began moving
to the east to link up with the lead elements of A 1/5 Ca,, which also had

taken heavy enemy fire. Remnants of C company, along with the battalion

command groupv fought their way westward to the clearing where A company

and Recon platoon were making their stands.(Inclosure 26)

Initially, the inability to precisely locate individual units in the

battle precluded the use of su.p-orting artillery and tactical air. It was

an infantryman's battle for sevral hours. By mid-afternoon the pieces
were sorted out and heavy supporting fires began falling in among N-V-A
elements still pressing the attack. The first strikes in were by aerial

artillery, followed by a tactical air napalm run, which broke up a N-V-A
company-sized attack that was just forming aginst the westward edge of the
forward perimeter.

By 1825 hours the fire around the clearing had slackened to the

point where it could be used as a landing zone to bring in B 2/7 Caw from
CAMP HOLLOWAY9 where it had been placed on alert as soon as word of the
fight reached brigade headquarters.

Although the enemy kept pressure on both perimeteve during the nirht,

he did not try heavy assaults aginst the positions as he had earlier at X-
RAY. lllurination by Air Force flare ships and a continuous ring of

artillery shells and tactical air strikes kept the enemy at bay and allowed

units from both perimeters to make repeated forays out from the positions

to bring bac k friendly casualties. At approximately 2200 hours, B 1/5 Cay

marched overland from COLUMBUS and Iii,ked up with the eastern perimeter,

giving it needed reinforcement. It was decided that the units should not

try to fight their way further in the darkness and the two perimeters were

maintained fr the night. (Inclosure 27)

There was no activity of any type at either COLUMBUS or FALCON.
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2. TASK ORGANIZATION

3D BRIGAmS DIVISION
No Change go Change

3. INTELLIGENCE SUUART:

The 8th Battalion, 66th Regiment was on the move and fid reached
a point in the jungle, just east of the IA NIAM (YA84o4) during the
morning. The column had halted, dug in hasty positions and generally was
in a relaxed posture (some soldiers were eating their noon rice) when out-
posts brought word that a large American column was headed directly toward
then. The battalion commander had little choice but to organize hary o
positions and prepare for a meeting engagement at close quarters iL the
dense jungle. In some cases his machine guns had to be fired from unprotect-
ad positions and many soldiers were thrust into battle still vearing their
heavy forage packs.

When the fight came it was marked by its bitter intensity; first of
the hand-to-hand conflict, and later by the sheer weight of the US artillery,
aerial rocket and tactical air strikes. By nightfall only a handful of the
original force remained organized in a combat posture. If this battalion
had been destined for an assault on an artillery position, it would never
reach the attack position.

Meanwhile, the other battalions of the 66th and 33d Regiments, depleted
by the vicious combat of the past four days, began their gradual movement
toward the northwest and the Cambodian sanctuary. Due west, over CHU PONG
would have been faster, but the daily B-52 strikes had brought death and
terror to the N-V-A forces and there was no alternative but to skirt the
base of the mountain.

Those troops still remaining in the now-deserted X-RAY area suddenly
learned of the reason for the exodus of the Cavalry. A B-52 strike had been
called in virtually on top of the old positions.

The artillery base at COLUMUS was still considered a target for N-V-A
and Main Force VIET CONG elements in the IA DRANG valley, and these units
steadily moved toward that objective.

4. ACTIVITES STATISTICS:

FRIENDLY LOSSES ENEMY LOSSES
KIA 151- KIA-403(BC) lOO(Est)

WIA 121 WIA-No estimates made

MIA 4 WPNS AND EQUIP EVACUATED:
Assault riflcs/carbines

*Includes those who later 112

died of wounds inflicted on Light rachine guns 33
this date, and those originally Heavy machine guns 3
carried MIA and now changed to 82mm Mortar tubes 4
KIA M&rtar Tripods 5

Rocket Launchers 4
Mortar sights 2
Mortar fuzes (Cases) 3
Packs. w/equip 21
Rice & medical supplies

WPNS AND EQUIP DESTROYED
Assault rifles/carbines 100
Light Machine Guns 6
Rocket launchers 4

82mm mortars 2
Rocket launcher ammo
(cases) 3
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18 ____ ___ H
1. OPEATIONS SUNMARYS

From midnight to davn there was sporadic sniper firing at the
sites of both perimeters near ALBANY, but the major threat vm over. At
first light A and B companies 1/5 Car moved ftom their overnight positions
and screened to the vest and linked up with the vestern-mat perimeter and
the remainder of the 2/7 Cay at 0900 hours. The entire battalion patrolled
out fro the perimeter and recovered dead and wounded personnel and friendly
and ensmy equipment and weapons. The intermingling of U and N-V-A dead
testified that mch of the action had taken place at point blank range.

At 1400 houz*,.A and 11 companies 1/5 Cay reverted to their parent
battalion control and marched to COLUIUS. The 2/7 Cay remained on ALBANY
for the night.

At COLUMBUS, the 1/5 guarded the artillery positions. At 1735 an

outpost at the northemportion of the battalion perimeter engaged the
lead elements of an enemy unit moving into an attack position. Within
ten minutes the battalion perimeter was u r heavy mortar and automatic
weapons fire. Air strikes dropped ordnace to within 100 meters of the
perimeter foxholes. The artillery units at COLUMUS were used in a-flat
trajectory fire support role.

At approximately 2100 hours the attack lost somentum ad subsided ifto
small arms fire that continued sporadically throughout the night.

Just prior to the attack, the 2/5 Cav moving to the vest to a
blocking position, air aisaulted into L-Z CROOKS (YA875125) along with
an artillery battery. The battalion conducted patrols from the new base

and during the night received light probes and harrassing small arm and
mortar fire.

The 3d Brigade CP was maintained at STADIUM and the 1/7 Cay continued
rest and reorganization at CAM HOLLOWAY.
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2. TASK GRGlAIIZATIONs

3D BRIGAZS DIVISION
NO change No Change

3. INTILLIGUIM SUNIAM s

Once again the enesW found that US defensive fires make assaults

very costly affairs. The attack on COLUISUS was the last eneny offensive
effort of any consequerwe against American poaitions i the IA IRAIG.

By late evening the major contact had been broken and thereafter,
the only contact throughout the CHU POIG-Ik MM complex was with
scattered N-V-A elements of squad or platoon size that had been flushed
out and chased by Cavalry helibome or foot patrols.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

FINZIIY LOSSES ENEW LOSS
IIA 2 KIA-27(0) 46(Net)

WIA 31 WIA.1oo (Eat)

MIA 0 M-Light machine guns 4

Heavy machine guns 2
Assault rifles 7
Carbines 6

Rocket launchers 1
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19 NOVEMBER

1. OPRATIONS SUMMARY

As activity diminished in the ALBANY-COLUMBI-FALCON area, the
3d Briqade continued woving elements westward, both for further search
and destroy operations as well as to work in conjunction with the A-R-V-M
Airborne Briga& which wao sweeping from DDC CO south long the Cambodian
border.

2/7 Cay was lifted out of ALBANY during the afternoon and the battal-
ion closed at L-Z CROOKS by 1430. The battalion asewid responsibility
for a portion of the L-Z security along with 2/5 Caw, which continued
security for the artillery positions as well as conducting company-sized
sweeps in the imzediate vicinity of the landing zone.

The 1/5 Caw linked with two artillery batteries at COLUMBUS and then
lifted to L-Z GOLF (YA841094), closing by 1850 hours.

Elements of the 1/7 moved to STADIUM to secure the brigade base, while
the remainder of the battalion stayed at CAMP HOLLOWAY.
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2. TASK ORGANIZATION:

3D BRIGAE -bVSO

No Change No Change

3. INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY:

The remnts of the 33d and 66th Regiments began moving in sml
groups toward the Cakbodian border, utilizing the cover of the IA lIWMG.
There vas little contact with the Cavalry units.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICSs

FRIENDLY LOSSES ENEY LOSSES
KIA 0 U- 5(B-C)

WIA 2 WIA - 12(Est)

NIA 0 EQUIP -0

WPNS - 0
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20 NOVOMER

1. MIATI0 SUIU(AY,

The N. Brigade moved its combat elements to Landing Zones CRO00
and GOLF, which fitted in with the scheme of maneuver of the 2d Brigade,
which wa assuming control of combat elements in tLe tattle zone. After
turning over control of units in the field, the 3d Brigade began movemeht
back to AN HE base with the 1/7 Car wnd other attached and organic elements.
For the ;' Forward Support Elemint, it was the first relief since the camp-
aign had started on 23 October.

The 2d Brigade planned to use DUC CO Special Forces Camp (YA840252)
as an operating base for its forward CP, and closed during the afternoon.
The 1/5 Car conducted pat'olling from L-Z GOLF, and 2/5 Ca, patrolled from
L-Z CROOKS.

1/9 Cay Sqdn screened the entire brigade sector after moving to and
establishing a base at 19th HOLE.

The 2/12 moved by track covey from AN JOE to STADIUM, marking the
second time this battlion was comitted during the campaign. During
the ni t some 60= mortar rounds fell on STADIUM but there were no
casualties.

Division artillery units at GOLF and CRO00 continued to give fire
support to A-R-V-N airborne forces to the vest. Most noteworthy was the
fires delivered in support of the 3d and 6th battalions of the Nirborne

brigade when they struck an estimated battalion of the 32d Regiment ,N-Y-A.

The division artillery units were credited by the airborne brigade
comander with having been responsible for 127 KIA by body count during
the tie the artillery supported the A-R-V-N.
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2. TASK ORCENIZATIONi

2D BRIGADE .D BPIGAIE DIVISON
/5 Ca -01200 No Chwe excoptt No Change except:

2/5 Cay '2 200)
2/12 Cam Detach: 1/5 Cay Adds 6/14 Arty(-)
1/8 Cay (201400) 2/5 Ca 3/18 Arty(-)
1/77 Arty 1/21 Arty
1/21 Arty (201200) 2/17 Lrty
2/17 Arty 201200) 6/14 Arty
B 2/20 Arty ARk 3/18 Arty
2d PS

2d Plat, 545 M CO
Sig Spt To, 13th Sig
Tm, loth RRU
IPW/CI Tm, 191 MI Dot
TM, 54th Inf Det
1/9 Cay 8qn (-)

3. INTELLIGEJCE SUMARY:

Artillery support continued to pound at positioneof the 32d N-V..A
Regimnt north of the IL IRANG, while all other units pressed for the
Cambodian border.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

FRIENILY LOSSE ENENY LOSSES
KA 1 KU -. (BC)

WIA 0 wIA - 7 (eAt)

MIA 0
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21 NOf3MBER

(" 1. CHEATIONS SUMMARYS

2/12 Car moved from STADIUM to GOLF by air and assumed part of

the responsibility for the security of that position.

I/8 Cay made is second appearance in the campaig% de it moved from
AN X(E to STADIUM.

2/5 Car conducted patrol actions around CROOKS. B company conducted
a sweep to TA878016 and made contact with an estimated enemy platoon.

1/5th Cay conducted sweeps around its base at GOLF and secured the
artillery units there.
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2. TASK OHGANIZAhION:

2D BRIGAIN DIVISION
Ed Change No Change

3. INTILLI(IMCE SWUY

Contacts were becoming more and more mager as the N-V-A division
xled for the Caubodian sactuary, leaving the IA MMAG valley to the let
Air Cavalry Division and the A-R-V-N Brigade.

4. ACTIVITIES SUMMARY

PRIMMY LOSSES ENEf LOSSES
IA 1 KIA - l(MC)

VIA 8 WIA - a
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22 NOVEIER

1. C(FRITION SUMURY:

2/12 Cay moved out from GOLF and seized Objective Tnf. No
enemy contact was made, however one sniper was killed and another escapld.

2/5 Cay conducted four platoon sized patrols in addition to defending
CROGM.

1/8 Ca, lifted from STADIUM to CROOKS and assumed part of the defen-
sive mission*

1/5 Cav continued to defend GOLF.

1/9 Cay Sqdn screened the brigade sector without contact.
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2. TASK ORGANIZ.ATION:

2D BRMW DIVISION
No Chanige 10 Change

lo.

.DCIITII3 STATISTICS:

FALtlY133RtY LOSSMUmfLSM I
ZIA 0 IL -(C)

WI& 1

MIA 0
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23 M0VEEM

1. OPEUTIOI5 SUMMARY:

2/5 Cay crossed its L-D at 0800 bound for Objective PAR. The
mission was to search and destroy enroute to the new -objactive. The
battalion moved artillery fire support ahead of it during the march.
Upon seising the objective, 1/8 Car relieved 2/5 Cay, and the battalion
airlifted back to CR0OS. C 2/5 Cay deployed to CAM HOLLOWAY as the
Brigade reaction force.

2/12 Cay conducted patrols from TEE with no contact.

1/5 Cay patrolled from GOLF with no contact.

1/9 Cay Sqdn continued reconnaissance in sector without contact.
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2. TASK ORGANIZATION:

2D BRIGAIN DIVISION
go Chanog so Change)

3. INMIGME SUlguya

sons.

4. kMCTITIES STATISTICS:

FIENDLY LOWGS Mwff LOSSES

KIA 2 sone

UkL 14

Nh 0
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24 NOVEM

1. CHUTIOS SUIURUY:

2/12 Cav moved to seisc Objective GR and LDIN M ad thean

returnd to Position TU. No enesy contact van mawd.

2/5 Cav maved from cRow to Cap UOm, iY.

1/8 Cay seized 18th HMES and returned to CR0DS with no contact.

The action of the day cam when a scout ship of 1/9 Cay Sqdi sighted
a soldier waving a T-shirt in a jungle clearing. UA9450)8. After Asert-
aining that he was friendly, the scout ship dropped down and picked him up.

The individual, identified as PFC Toby Braveboy, A Coupany 2/7 Cay
had been wounded in the leg and hand and had been evading capture since
the night of the 17th when he was separated from his unit. He vas evac-
uated to CAM HOLLMAY, %here emergency surgery was accomplished, and then
further evacuated to a hospital in QUI NHON.
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2. ?ASK ORGANIZATION:

2D BRIGADE DIVISION
s NCh f, No Cba

3. INTELLIGECE SMJN'JRY:

I None.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICSs

JIILY LOSSES WENT LOSSES
KIA 0 BMiW

WIA 2

~AI0
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25 NOVEMB!M

1. OPERATIONS SUNMARYs

1/5 Cay moved from GOLF to CAMP HOLLOWAY.

2/12 displaced from TEE to 19th HOLE.

1/8 conducted local patrols from CROOKS with still no contact.

2/5 continued as the brigade reaction force at CAMI HOLLOWAY.

1/9 Cay Sqdn continued to provide reconnassiance in the brigade vector,

vainly seeking contact with the enemy.
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2. TA;;K ORGANIZATION:

2D BRIGADE DIVISION

No Change No Chan~ge

3.INTELLIGENCE SUMIARY:
None

4.ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

FRIE~NDLY LOSSES ENEM LOSSES

None None
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26 HOVEMER
2 . OPERATIONS SUMARY:

It was all over. The N-V-A division clearly had left the field
and escaped back to the Cambodian sanctuary. There was li'.tle left for
the Cavalry elements to do but move back to base and wait until the enemy
made his next move.

1/5 and 2/5 Cav moved by truck from CAP HOLLOWAY to AN KHE.

1/8 Cay and 2/12 Cay closed on CAMP HOLLOWAY for movement ba:k to
base camp.

1/9 Cay Sqdn covered the withdrawal and then closed in to CAMP
HOLLOWAY.

2/17 Arty (-) displaced to DUC CO to provide artillery fire support
for the A-R-V-N AirbOrno Brigade in the last phases of that operation.
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2. TASK ORGANIZATIONs

2D BRIGADE DIVISION

No-Chamge except: No Change

Detach 2/17 Arty

1/9 Cav Sqdn

. ITELLIGENCE SUPY4ARY:

None.

4. ACTIVITIES STATISTICS:

FRIENDLY LOSSES ENEM LOSSES

None None
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12. RESULTS: Meaningful assessment of the results of the 35 days
of airmobile operations that swept across the rolling plateau country
west and south of PLEIKU should be made only in context with the actual

* jor potential involvement of enemy forces, the dangerposed, and the ability
-of A-R-V-N forces to resist that threat.

What were the goals of North Vietnam's invabion army at the Outset of its
adventure at PL ME? How serious was the threat, not only to the install-
ation in the immediate path of that force, but to all of the Central
Highlands as well? Could that threat have been stopped without the lot
Air Cavalry Division?

Too, when results of any action or campaign are assessed, statistics
must be utilized. In many cases it is the only way results can be shbwn
in a tangible manner and, therefore, readily grasped. So the statistical
breakdown showing casualties inflicted upon the enemy, casualties sustained
by the lot Air Cavalry, and the arm and materiel captured from the enemy
is included as Inclosure 28.

Even standing alone and without explanation, these statistics depict
significant results. The total of confirmed And estimated enemy kills
were in excess of any figures previously reported in the Vietnamese
conflict.

But there are many intangible elements that cannot be portrayed by
statistics. Indeed, the most significant aspects of victory can be dia-
cussed only in speculative terms based, of course, upon certain vital
statistics and reasonable assumptions.

The battle at PLEI ME was not a haphazard engagement, generated by
local enemy forces. Rather it was clearly the outgrowth of a master plan---
a campaign to secure and dominate a major portion of South Vietnam. En-
titled the WINTER-SPRING CAMPAIGN of 65-66, the plan reportedly envisioned
the establishment of a North Vietnamese Army Corps of three divisions in
South Vietnam, The corps was to operate in an area bounded on the north
by the 17th Parallel; on the south by a line running generally along the
southern boundaries of PLEIKU, PHU BON and PHU YEN Provinces; on the east
by the South China Sea; and on the west by the Laotian and Cambodian
borders, Control of the corps was to remain within the high comand in~Hanoi.

r Within the frame work of the LONG XUAN (Winter-Spring) CAMPAIGN 66-65,
there were three FIELD FRONTS (a designation considered to be interchange-
able with the term DIVISION) that were to conduct a series of lesser camp-
aigns, One of these was the TAY NGUYEN (Western Plateau) CAMPAIGN which
had as its objective the seizure of National Liberation Front provinces of
Bl (KONTUM) and GIA LAI (PLEIKU Province and parts of BIHN DINH and PHU
BON Provi,.;es). Specific objectives of the TAY NGUYEN CAMPAIGN were the
Special Forces camps of PLEI ME9 DAK SiT, and DUC COI the new LE THANH
District Headquarters; and PLEIKUo

The strike at PLEI ME was the opening gun of the campaign. The
FIELD FRONT selected to control the attack correctly estimated the strength
and capability of G-V-N forces in and around PLEIKU. That estimate counted
on the II Corps Commander being capable of committing not more than one

.4 infantry battle group and an armored cavalry squadron to the relief of the
PLEI ME camp. It also estimated that US forces could or would place two
battalions in reserve at PLEIKU. Based in this estimate, the FIELD FRONT
commander deployed two regimentsa more than enough to accomplish the desired

r mission of destruction of both the relief column and the C-I-D-G Camp.

The lure and the ambush at PLEI ME was the beginning of the struggle
for the highlands. Had it been successful, FIELD FRONT's courses of action"
could either have been to repeat the same tactic on other peripherial out-

O posts---DUC CO, PLEI DJERANG, DAK SUT, DAK TO---or to maintain its initial
momentum by moving directly to attack PLEIKU. But whether by the long or
the short route, the target remained the same, To control PLEIKU is to
control the highlands.
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The question then remains: could the threat have been stopped with-
out the let Air Cavalry Division? In arriving at the answer, several
factors should be considered.

Regardless of potential reinforcement by US forces, the II Corps
Commander was obligated to commit a force to the relief of PLEI ME or
risk the destruction of the camp.

Without reinforcement, the Corps reserve at PLUIKU could not be
committed without endangering the security of that strategic center.
]areover, it is unlikely that A-R-V-U reinforcements, already committed
in other sectors of the Corps area, could have been brought to PLEIKU
in tim to mount an effective relief.

There in strong evidence that, -ragardless of a US pledge to defend
PLEIKU, the available G-V-N forces taere would have been committed on 23
October piecemeal and in no greater srength than snticipated and planned
for by the N-V-A commanders. In a p!rning conference the night before
the relief column was to be committed, the II Corps Commander indicated
he wanted to airlift one Ranger Battal ion southeast of PLEI ME, leave one
infantry battalion in PLIIKU as a reserveg and move down the road to the
camp with only one Ranger Battalion and the armored cavalry squadron.
That this concept was developed well after the Commanding Generalq Field
Forces Vietnam, had promised a let Air Cavalry Division battalion task
force for the security of PLEIKU indi( 3tes the existing tactical frame
of mind, US advisors at the conference disuaded him and the relief column
was dispatched with safficient strength to avoid defeat in detail.

After the initial meeting engagement on 23 October between the armored
task force and the North Vietnamese 32d Regiment, there was more than a
little reluctance on the part of the TF commander to get his column rolling
toward PLII MR. It was only after the guarantee of fire support from the
let Air Cay artillery units and the actual placement of an artillery liaison
party from the 1st Cay a- tillery in the column that the task force once
again got moving to the C-I-D-G camp.

On 26 October, when the task force began a sweep outside the PLEI ME
camp and was struck hard by the 33d Regiment, it again was the fire power
of the let Brigade's artillery units at HOMCOMING and PUNT that saved the
force from a severe mauling.

These were factors involved in the immediate defense of PLEIKU and
the relief of PLEI MR. Despite the casualties taken by the N-V-A regiments
at the ambush site and at the Special Forces camp, both units withdrew
in order and as tactically cohesive and effective units. The danger to
PLEIKU was only temporarily allayed.

The pursuit of the North Vietnamese 33d Regiment by the battalions ofthe let Brigade and the let Squadron, 9th Cavalry introduced the enemy to

a new concept in warfare. His retreat from PLEI NE to CHU PONG must surely
have been a nightmare. The enemy was routed from his hiding places, hounded
and pursued, fragmented and destroyed in terrain he had believed would be
his protector. Certainly nothing in the enemy's background or training had
prepared him to cope with the full effects of an unleashed airmobile pursuit.

The actions of the 3d Brigade in the CHU PONG-IA DRANG complex re-
vealed to the North Vietnamese ArM how individual combat skills and
massive supporting fire could be used to achieve an objective. The comb-
ined combat power brought to bear on the newly-infiltrated 66th Regiment
and the remnants of the 33d Regiment resultedg as the statistics clearly
indicate, the near annihilation of both regiments.

This left the 32d Regiment and, although the A-R-V-N Airborne Brigade
made the infantry contact, it again was the Cavalry's artillery that
furnished the real killing blows, When the regiment finally reached its
Cambodian sanctuary, it had not more than 1,000 able-bodied men remaining,
making it something less than an effective regiment.
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In sun then, the 1st Air Cavalry Division achieved two things during
the PLEIMU Campaign. It countered the imediate threat to PLEIKU, and it
seriously disrupted the enemy's longer-range plans for the highlands.

The results of the campaign were well sumed up in the statement
made by the Secrotary of Defense Robert S. cloamara when he visited
the let Cavalry base at AN 1H3, on 29 November 1965. He temmud the total
campaign an "Unparallelled achievement" and declared that there would be

: "more air cavalry divisions.'

- ny fruits of victory or defeat are psychological in nature. The
victory achieved at PLEI HE has had the noticable effect, at least in
P EIKU Province, of stimulating an optimistic attitude toward the struggle.
After the VIET CONG raid on U-S/G-¥-N installations in PLZI in February,
and the attacks on Special Forces camps throughout the year, culainating
in the regimental-sized selge and ambush at 1UC CO in August, there was
little cause for optimism anywhere.

US advisors too have become more optimistic, not so muc, about the
eventual defeat of the VIET COWG, but that the A-R-V-N commanders will be
more receptive concerning adoption of concepts that heretofore have been
belittled or rejected. For example, advisors with the A-R-V-N Airborne
Brigade are confident that that the dramatic demonstration of what close
support artillery can do for infantry will go far to convince the brigade
of the desirability of training officer forward observers (at the time of
the engagement, not a single officer F-O was assigned to any of the 32
rifle companies in the A-R-V-N Airborne Brigade).

Conversely, what was the impact of the defeat upon the North Vietnamese
forces? The invasion army of North Vietnam found itself beaten in land
combat for the first time in 15 years and by an Army that its propagandists
claimed was weak, ineffective and decadent. Beyond these points, the total
impact can be only a matter of sheer speculation or fond assumption.

It p rhaps suffices to assume that since victory for the U-S/G-V-N
forces has brought some joy and optimism to that side, then, assuredly,
defeat must have brought some measure of despair and pessimism to the enemy.
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STATISTICAL AJALYSIS O' NRUL!S

(. 1. CASUALTINS IN .ICTrD UPoN T ENoeM (,y rajor %it)

lot Bde 23 3d 3de 10 2d BdMeA 1/9 Car* 23 TOTALS
bt-jNo Nov-20 Nov Nov-26 Nov *t-2 6 Yov

vc(uA) 216 1,224 7 12 1,519

ViR.A) 610 1,388 20 24 2,042

TOTAL ZI 826 M,12 27 96 3,561

(zs T) ,, T251 0 147 ,1.17e8

cAP,,rIM 1.8 19, 20 0 157

ADenotes period when cavalry squadron operated directly under divisional
Oontrol #d casalties were not figured in brigade totals.

. CASUALTIES SUSTAINED BY iSt AIR CAVALRY UNITS (By major unit)*

)t ni d. L&i.g1 2d Bria" TOTAL

IlA 57 239 4" 300
VIA 192 307 25* 524

0 4 0 4

*!noludes i/9 Cay Sqdn Casualties.
042 killed and 11 wounded by premature burst of defective mortar round.

3. AMi JAMD MAEI cAPTURE MNo Tfl =MlY (By Najor Vnit)*

lot D 3 4t 3d Dris ads 2d briate TOTALS
Individwa 1,7 768 e* 2 897*'

Crew served 2 100 0 126
Weapone
Xteri1 is#

*As noted in Paragraph 8, weapons captured during this period primarily were
of Chinese Commnist manufacture, were of good quality and were well maintained.
Sheer Weight of.numbers precludes detailed listing of all captured arm.

"9400 weapons were deetroyed in place in L-Z X-RAY and L-Z ALBANY due to the
inability to evacuate them. A siflar fate befell substantial amounts of
amunition and grenades.

#lDaring the campaign a N-Y-A hospital was captured along with $40,000 of
surgical equipment and supplies. Most of the, supplies were turned over to
the PLZIKU Hospital, or to the divison-sonqored refugee dispensary at Al 111.

flearly W00 pounds of enemy documents, many of them bearing "top secret" labels
were captured and processed through divisional and II Corps intelligence channels,
and about 30 pounds were evacuated to higher headquarters.

fisubstantir, quantities of ammunition and grenades were captured and either
evacuated or debtroyed. Following is a repreesatative listing of materiel
losses cstaimd by the enemy during the campaign:

2509000 rounds of 7.62mm ammunition, linked and individual
round*.
500 grenades. nrimarily CHICOM potato masher.
114 rounds or 82= mortar amn
45 rounds of Slum mortar aemo
85 rounds of 75= recoilless rifle
40 rounds 40a rocket launcier ao

#A quantity of individual field equipment was captured during the cappaign. Bat
( "materiel such as packs, shovels, picks, rain jackets, eating utensils, other such

item quickly found its way 4no the hands of the troops as war souvenirs.

(Inolosure 28 to Combat Operations After Action Report).
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13. ADMINISTRATIVE XATT0S,

a. General. The defeat kdinistered to the enemy forees in
the PLEIKU campaign was the direct result of combat power, precisely
and overwhelmingly applied. Behind that combn-t power however, lay
administrative and logistical planning that began three years ago when
this airmobile concept began its testing. It was culminated with thL
successful support of osrat forces in the campaign.

In fact, were it not that the logistical plans were so well
developed and prepared for anf contingency, the magnitude of supplying
the division solely by means of air lines of communication could have
slowed or halted the offensive machine. That this division not only
could transport its combat elements over distances 6f more than 65 kilo-
meters at times, but could supply them with food, water, fuel and
asmunitiongindicates the adequacy of the logistical organisation and
planning.

(1) Adverse situations and solutions.

(a) The bulk of supplies delivered by Air Force

aircraft during the early periods of the A-L-O-C were received on large
pallets with which organic mechanical handling equipment was unable to
cope. Logistic bases were Aotified that all supplies must be placed on
4-by-4 pallets prior to loading on Air Force 463L pallets. However, this /
procedure was not effective until the late stages of the A-L-O-C.

(b) Since the A-L-O-C terminus was at NEW PLRIU
Airfield, supplies had to be off-loaded, pelletized and hauled by road
to CAMP HOLLOWAY where the division's combat service support units were
located, a distance of approximately 7 miles (by road). This meant
double handling of all supplies received by air---6.5 million pounds
total, i-R-V-N and Navy-leased trucka were requested to assist in ttans-
porting supplies from one field to the other. They responded and, with-
out their cooperation, the division would have been hard ;ressed to move
this massive amount of supplies.

(c) Special coordination effected. Coordination was
made with II Corps Headquarters on use of A-R-V-N trucks to move supplies.
Coordination was made with the 315th Air Division on Air Force aircraft
landing at forward landing zones such as at CATECA PLANTATION and at
DJC CO. The Commanding Officer of NEW PLEIKU Airfield was contacted for
permission to use that site for sling-loading of 500-gallon fuel bags.
Permission from the Comanding Officer, CAMP HOLLOWAY, was obtained to
use his facilities for the division's forward support element operations,
as well as for use by the combat elements as a staging area, The amount
of coordination requirs to support the campaign points up the need for
divisional personnal to relieve the brigade commander of all but tactical
duties.

(2) Maintenance, The maintenance of aircraft during the
PLUIKU Campaign merits comment, not only besauee of the superb job that
was performed, but because the successful accomplishment of the mainten-
ance mission during that campaign proved, as much as anything, that the
concept of air mobility was a success. Aircraft that sit on the ground
because of maintenance problems do not provide mobility. It is note-
worthy then that division maintenance personnel were actually putting
into the air more mission-ready aircraft than were being dead-lined for
combat, operational or maintenance reasons. During the peak operational
period of 14-19 November, when the division was severely pushing its
aviation resources in providing logistical resupply, maintenance was

proving that it could meet the challenge.

But one point should be made at this juncture. This maintenance
was performed with existing stocks of P-L-L and A-S-L repair parts,
and the rate of fill of repair parts did not keep up with demands during
this period. Had the operations continued on for any appreciable period
of time with the same degree of intensity, both ground and aircraft main-
tenance could not have met unit demands.
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(3) Combet loads appeared to be adequate, but uit
comanders are persistent in their recommendation for a pro-filled,
disposable ]-16 magazine. Small unit after-action sports are replete
with references to the potential danger that is courted when rifle- . -

men attempt to re-charge magazines during heated engagements. Insofar
as aerial resupply of disposable magazine in lieu of loose rounds is
concerwsd, there would be a slight increase in bulk, but not enough
to be a significant logistical factor.

(4) Medical services as planned by the division were

more thaw edequate, as were medical evacuation facilities. During
sharp 3Arnements when friendly casualties were heavier, helicopters
from the division's lift battalions were utilized extensively for
evacuation. This, however, is a planned adjunct to the evacuation
capability. The division's tactical S-0-P, indeed, the ai-rmobile concept

rq;uires extensive use of lift aircraft for evacuation as well as logistical
back-haul. The reaction time for medical evacuation by the air ambulance
platoon was sometimes increased during the initial stages of airmbile
assaults due to lack of familiarity by medical evacuation pilots with the
pick-up and landing zones being used by specific units. It was found by
having air aibulance ships follow major troop lift formations during
initial assaults, pilots were quickly oriented and able to provide
speedy evacuation to the initial assault elements during that critical
period.

(5) Casualty reporting as a whole was excellent, but
difficulties were met when the division operated at extended distances
and when the lines of communication were overburdened. This problem was
overcome by the use of air couriers and by placing personnel from the AG
Casualty Reporting Section directly with the brigades. The problem since
has been more fully resolved by establishing a secure Radio-Teletype
station at division rear casualty reporting. The station operates on the
D-7 Administrative/Logistics net. The forward casualty reporting teams,
located with the forward support element at brigade, have ready access
to this secure communicattons system.
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14 SPECIAL, AND TDCHNIQU:. Because of the uniqueness
of the initial contact between a US airmobile force and North Vietnamese
regular arm units, virtually every phase of the campaign and every facet
of combat movement, combat support and administrative support represented
a new technique in this particular environment. Following are the ones
that would seem most significant.

a. Throughout the campaign, aerial fire support was used to

repulse ene* attacks at night. In most instances no prominent terraif
feature existed that could be used as a reference to nut the ftiendly
positions. The use of C-ration cans, amo boxes or artillery canditers
filled with sand and saturated with fuel provided a simple method of
marking the trace of friendly positions. The containers were emplaced
around the perimeter and ignited on order by using a wire to ingnite a
trip flare positioned over the container. The necessary fuel was delivered
to the unit when it was resupplied at its night location.

b. The technique of vectoring of aerial rocket artillery was
refined during the campaign. The most effective procedure developed
was to select a distinct terrain feature and give the pilot an azimth
and direction from that location. In the absence of distinct terrain
features, smoke grenades were used. Similarly, the night marking techa-
iques used for tactical air also were employed in vectoring aerial artillery (
ships.

c. The use of airobile techniques in providing close, continuous
artillery support in mass to widely separated infantry units, and without
regard to convential terrain considerations, received and passed the combat~test. In connection with the use of artillery, a number of techniques

were develrpd that merit discussion.

(1) Simultaneous ground and aerial observation. In rugged
or heavily wooded terrain ground observers frequently encounter diff-
iculty in locating and adjusting the initial rounds. The aerial observer
cannot always see the target. If both observers are monitoring the same
radio frvequency, desired results are most efficiently obtained by coa-
bining the capabilities of both observers. The aerial observer "walks in"
the adjusting fires until the ground observer can assume control for the
close-in-adjustment.

(2) Adjustment of illumination. Frequently close-in def-
ensive fires must be adjusted under illuminating rounds. A technique
%as developed to greatly reduce the expenditure of illuminating and HE
marking rounds. The observer requesb and adjusts the illumination in
the normal manner except that he announces "beat light" to the Fire
Direction Center when the round best illuminates the target. The F-D-C
controls the firing so the adjusting rounds impact 't the time previously
determined to be the "best light".

(3) Artillery in support of ground movement. Daring this
campaign this technique was re-discovered. Operations revealed the pot-
ential of artillery in dispersing or preventing possible ambushes and
assisting personnel to maintain direction while moving through dense
terrain. The use of artillery fires to probe suspected enemy positions
permits friendly forces to gain definite intelligence with minimum ex-
posure to persoimel. For units moving through dense jungle the use of
air bursts was helpf,-d in maintaining a "fix" on location and direction.

(4) The importance of having rutually supporting artillery
positions became evident during this campaign when two artillery emplace-
ments were attached simultaneously. When an emplacement is surrounded by
dense vegetation the 105mm howitzer cannot be used in the direct fire role
without causing casualties to troops on the perimeter. On several occasions
in order to attain proper mutual support, it was necessary to organizo an
artillery battalion into four "skinny" batteries instead of the customary
three.
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d. Deceptive air reconnaissance. kceassive reconnaissance of
a proposed landing zone is a sure signal to the enemy. One technique
used with apparent success vas to fly past the area of interest on a
high pass, to a distance of 5-to-lO kilometers and then return past the
area. at a low altitude, from a different direction.

e. Reconnaissance by fire. Particularly during the pursuit of
the 33d N-£VA Regiment from PLEI ME to CHU PONG it was found that re-
connaissance-by-fire in open or semi-vegetated areas is a valuable air
cavalry technique. Scout helicopters, during one period, initiated recon-

t by-fire in 105 instances, and received return fire from the ground 37
tims. These ares were then fixed and provided l~r',ative targets for
aerial artillery and tactical air strikes, if not for infanry maneuver
elements operating in the area. The ability to flush out hidden enemy
elements was a large factor in the fragmentation and destruction of the
33d Regiment. A refinement of this technique put the cavalry squadron's
riflemen aloft in an "Eagle Flight" or airborne reaction force able to
respond at once when the scouts found a target. The capture of the N-V-A

* hospital on 1 November was a prime example of this technique.

f. Reconnaissance in force. This technique, employed by the
division's sky cavalry squadron, was particularly effective on several
occasions during the campaign. Yost noteworthy was the action on 3
November on the Cambodian border. When combined with an instantly-
responsive airmobile infantry reaction force, the technique demonstrated
iteworth beyond question. During the action of 3 November, it was also
proved that a perimeter under fire at night could be reinforced by heli-
copters. This was done by means of violent fire from the perimeter it-
self, alc;g with close-in (50 meters) rocket fires from aerial rocket
ships just prior to the setting down of lift ships. The violence of the
fires prevented the enemy from reacting, not only when the lift ships were
unloading troops, but while they were loading wounded for a medical evac-
uation back-haul.

g. Counter-sniper action. Pre-planned, systematic small-arm
fires by personnel on the F-I-B-A, with emphasis on saturation of trees
in bushes in the fire zone had the salutory effect of killing tree-climbing
snipers and discouraging infiltrators, particularly when the fires were
delivered at first light. Additionally, a "mad minute" can aid in pre-
maturely triggering enemy assaults, thus rendering them more vulnerable
to defensive fires.

i h. Target detection and destruction. Operations by the division
in the PLRIKU arearefined a previously tested technique of detecting and
reacting to enemy targets of opportunity. The D-T-O-C received direct
S-L-A-R and infra-red (I-R) reports from the aerial surveillance and target
acquisition platoon (OV-1 Mohawk) and U-S-A-F sources, plus reports from
the Radio Research Unit. These reports were evaluated immediately and
were reacted to as follows:

(1) Information on any target confirmed in the vicinity of
maneuver elements was passed on to the controlling brigade headquarters.
The brigade reacted by maneuvering forces to engoge the target, by firing
artillery, by directing supporting tactical air strikes, or by any com-
bination of these actions.

(2) If a' target was of no immediate threat to maneuver
elements, the D-T-O-C recorded the target for strike by close air support
aircraft which had run out of atay-time over the tactical zone. If within
range, it also was scheduled for H&I artillery fires. During the period
18-22 November, for example, 22 targets were recorded. Thirteen of these
were engaged by T-A-C air resulting in four secondary explosions in addition
to the destruction of military strtctures. On four occasions the aircraft
drew return ground fire. This technique is ideal for use in sparsely pop-
ulated areas, which allow freedom in the use of tactical air and artillery.
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i. Tree climbing techniques. During the campaign many units
placed infantry and artillery obeervers in trees to improve observation.
Although tree climbers work fine, few are available in a tactical zone,
and so an expedient was devised. Two short lengths of rope were used.
One section was passed around the tree and held in each hand. The second
length was tied to each boot after being passed around the trunk, leaving
about 12-20 inches between the boots. By using the two ropes in conjunct-
ion with the knees, even inexperienced climbers could easily negotiate a

-tall tree.
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15, AINIS/CONDUNDE AMJLYSISI

a. Lessons learned.

(1) Many friendly casualtie- have been caused by punji

stakes; by snipers firing from trees; and by lead elements tripping
booby traps. The us- of two-man teams operating on the "buddy" system
greatly reduced the c. urrence of these incidents. One man watches

primarily for punji stakes and booby traps, while his buddy searches
the trees and the area to the front and flanks for snipers.

(2) Search and destroy operations where the enemy and

innocent civilians are intermingled continues to present problem. 4

If an operation is inminent, women and children normally will hide in
holes for protection against artillery ana small arm. In areas where
it is suspected that innocent personnel are involved, a recommended

solution is to have Vietnamese interpreters call into holes before
clearing then. Smoke and/or C-S is effective in clearing holes and
tunnels, where small arms are not particularly suited.

(3) Experience indicates that troop landings for search
and destroy operations should begin, when feasible, on high ground and

extend toward blocking force- located at the base of the hills. The
downward movement preserves the strength of personnel, allows for complete

co'-erage of the terrain and prevents the enemy from using the hills as an
escape area.

(4) Pathfinders should always be included in the initial

lifts into landing zones to assume responsibility for navigational
assistance and L-Z control. The pathfinders are particularly useful

in directing the aircraft into and out of the L-Z between enemy and
friendly fires, both during daylight hours and in darkness. The path-
finders are equipped with beacons to assist in night resupply and are

also used as a reference for U-S-A-F flare ships in support of night

tactical operations.

(5) Despite the fact that many aircraft receive hits by

enemy ground fire when flying at low altitudes, experience indicates that

there are times when the best chance to successfully complete a mission is
when assault altitude (50 feet absolute or lower) is used. The situations

which favor the use of assault altitude are:

(a) When weather limits altitude to less than 2,000
feet absolute height.

(b) Minimum restriction to friendly support fire is

desired.

(c) Maximum surprise is required.

(d) Vector control aircraft are available.

(6) When aircraft from many units must be pooled to execute

a mass lift as well as several ancillary missions, it is best to execute

a mass lift initially and then allow specific units to revert to their
separate missions° Except when cogent reasons dictate contrary actions,
it is especially important that air assault be accomplished by a mimimum
number of multiple liftss scheduled into the landing zone at the maximum

rate that the L-Z will accomodate, These procedures greatly reduce the
exposure time of aircraft and assure placing maximum combat power on the
L-Z in the minimum time, while providing the enemy with the least chance
to react to the landing.

(7) Density altitudes in excess of 3,000 feet reduce cons-
iderably the maximum allowable loads° For example, a CH-47 departing

AN KHR (19500 feet) to QUI NHON (sea level) can safely transport 9,000

pounds. The same aircraft departing AN KHE to PLEIKU (2,500 feet) can

safely transport only 79000 pounds. All aircraft loads for divisional
aircraft had to be recomputed for each area of operations and the info-
nation disseminated. This became a particular problem when UH-lD loads,
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were recomputed, reducing the infantry loads fror. seven to five combat
troops.

adr (8) Time is the essence when helicopters are loading or
imleading under enemy fire. Vehicles which are loaded in a secure area
and are destined for a "hut" landing zone, should be backed into the
aircraft for a speesy exit. Vehicles picked up at a "hot" picr-up zcme
should be driven on forwards for speedy loading.

(9) The importance of having supplies pre-palletized cannot
be over-emphasized: For exampie, the normal loading time for 200 rounds
of 105m howitzer ammunition into a CH-47 was about one hour. The same
load on 4-by-4 pallets could have been loaded internally in 20 minutes.
The same load in & cargo net, could have been mor ed in minutes when
slung externally. Because both UH-lD and CH-47 ;ticraft can sling load,
the pre-palletizing is limited to 1,200 pounds per pallet, thus allowing
flexibility in cheduling retail deliveries to smaller units.

)b. Civil Affairs, The let Air Cavalry Division, since arriving
in the Republic of Vietnam, has had a firm policy of treating civil affairs/
civic action as a vital adjunct to combat actions. The PLEIKU Campaign
was no exception to this standing procedure. All division, brigade and
battalion operation plans and orders contained civil affairs annexes that
spelled out in detail all available intelligence concerning the indigent
population, in addition to plans for handling the people affected by combat
actions.

Approximately 2,700 refugees from VC dominated villages were taken
to the new LI THANH District Headquarters, where a r sw village had been
established. This movement, from four locations and, in many cases,' with
farm animals and household goods, required a total of 40 sorties by CH-47
helicopters. Food and clothing was drawn by the division from United
States Operations Mission and distributed at the refugee canp. In addition,
600 other residents of PLEIKU Province were given medical assistance at
daily sick calls and several thousand pounds of rice that had been captured
from the enemy wiere distributed to the hungry. The medical supplies
captured at the N-V-A hospital were in turn given to the hospital in
PLEIKU and the dispensary in AN M.,

c. Psychological Warfare. The division made extensive use of
pay war teams attached to the division or made available through II Corps.
In one case, the cavalry squadron followed up a combat action with a
leaflet drop within hours of initial contact° Loudspeaker system, mounted
on helicopters, were utilized urging the enemy to give up. In many cases
the voices wera provid3d by surrendered N-V-A personnel.
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16. SUMARY. During the period 23 Octocir to 25 November 1965,
elements of the let Cavalry Division (Airmobile) supported by U-S-A-F
and other US ArW Units and in cooperation with A-R--N forces, con-
ducted a highly successful campaign against major enemy forces in PLEIKU
Province. This campaign destroyed ma, r alements of three N-V-A regiments
and had the strategic importance of interrupting the planned future oper-
ation of the N-V-A in the. central highland region of Vietnam.

The PLEIKU Cax-piign wan the first real combat test of the First
Team" as a unit, and for the airmobile concept. The results clearly
indicate that both came through with flying 'olors.
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